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EXPLMIA'rORY RorES 

The following abbreviations are used in this report: 

CHEA 

CSFR 

CSK (KCS) 

EC 

GNP 

UNI DO 

Council of Mutual Economic Assistance 

Czech arid Slovak Federal Republic 

Czechoslovak Crowns 

European COBDunities 

Gross domestic product 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

Warsaw Treaty Organization 

Substitutional projects <proaramsl = projects on civilian production 
which substitutes for anns production in armaments plants under 
defense conversion. 

Czechoslovakia is a Federal State made up of the Czech Republic and 
the smaller Slovak Republic. Basic economic data on the CSFR and the 
two republics are shown in Annex 1. On January 1, 1993, Czechoslovakia 
will split into two independent states - the Czech Republic and the 
Slovak Republic. 
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IRTRODUCTIOR 

Until 1989, Czechoslovakia was one of the most important 
producers of arms among the members of Warsaw Treaty Organization 
(W'l'O), military pact of socialist countries. During the existence of 
the Pact, huge production capacities and military facilities had been 
built in this country. Czechoslovakia supplied its allies with heavy 
aDllS like tanks, heavy artillery, armoured vehicles and ammunition. 
In the framework of strategy of the Warsaw Pact strategy, the CSFR 
exported a large portion of its arms production output to the 
developing countries with communist orientation and to countries which 
fit in with the military strategy of the Soviet Union. 

However, after its peak in 1987, the military production in the 
CSFR started to decline. This favorable trend was positively 
influenced by diminishing international tension and mainly by the 
policy of detente in Europe. Toward the end of the 80's, the process 
of dissolution of the Soviet empire and the collapse of communist 
regimes East-Central Europe culminated. The Velvet Revolution in 
Czechoslovakia in November 1989 gave rise to the democratic political 
system in the country. By 1990, the military and economic integration 
of the communist block - the WTO and the CHEA had been abolished. 
Czechoslovakia introduced its new non-aggressive military doctrine and 
started a real and large-scale conversion of its military industry. 

The basic aim of this report is to present the experience of 
Czechoslovakia in defense conversion, so that it may serve as a 
worthwhile case of conversion of military industries and thus, be 
model for other countries facing the same task. The report provides 
key information and important data about the military production of 
the CSFR, offers a basic analysis of major problems and discusses the 
state conversion policy with a special emphasis upon the desirable 
role of the state participation in this process. 

While Part I deals with the defense conversion from the point of 
view of the CSFR, the course of conversion and associated problems in 
the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic are treated separately, in 
parts II and III respectively. The basic reason for such an 
arrangement is that there is a principle difference between the 
character of military industry in the Czech and Slovak Republics and 
therefore, also in conversion policies and problems in the two 
rep~blics. Naturally, the second reason for such arrangement is the 
i.mniinent split of Czechoslovakia into two independent states, the 
Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic scheduled for January ~' 1993. 

The report puts forward some basic recommendations, whi~h might 
be used profitably by states already launching upon or planµing to 
start a military conversion. The report also provides an oppqrtunity 
to learn not only from the successes, but also from the mist~kes and 
drawbacks of the defense conversion policy being pursued by t~e CSFR. 

' 

This report was prepared in close co-operation with the fqllowing 
federal and national Czechoslovak governmental bodies: ,Federal 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Federal Ministry of Economy, ,Federal 
Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Industry of the Czech Republic and 
Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic, as well as , 
in collaboration with several important arms produce!'s undergoing 
conversion in both republics. 
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I. MILITARY IRDUSTRY CORVERSIOR POLICY IR THE CSFR 

1. The Military Industry in the CSFR 

The tradition of the developed military industry in the Czech 
lands dates back to the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th 
century. Six important firms with arms production capacity existed 
here before 1918. Advanced technologies of the Czech producers at the 
beginning of 20th century enabled such deliveries as heayt artillery 
for the Austro-Hungarian navy. These guns were produced in Skoda Plzeii 
and were comparable with the production of Krupp company. Most of the 
arms production was concentrated in 3 engineering concerns: Skoda 
Plzeii, Czechoslovak Armoury Brno, Cesko-Moravska Kolben - Danek (CKD). 

The following arms were produced in these companies: in SKODA Plzeii -
artillery arms including a11111unition, later on there were also tanks; 
in CSZ Brno - infantry arms including ammunition and in CKD Prague -
tanks and armoured vehicles. 

After World War I aany Czech producers were developing 
progressive production of aeroplane fighters, transport planes and 
even medium-si2e bombers. Their successor was Czech automobile 
factory, Avia and current the Czech holding company, Aero. Renowned 
and demanded were Czech cannons and howitzers as well as light tanks. 
Extensive and highly developed Czech automobile industry, namely the 
Skoda, Tatra and Praga companies, served as natural suppliers of 
technology to the army. Quite famous were also military companies 
such as Ceska Zbrojovka, Zbrojovka Brno, Sellier & Bellot and 
Zbrojovka in Povazska Bystrica, producers of infantry arms and 
ammunition. Connected with that was the chemical and pyrotechnical 
production of gunpowder and explosives. The most well known were 
chemical works in Pardubice and Dynamit Nobel in Bratislava. 

In the 30 's new enterprises with arms production capacity emerged 
in Moravia, in towns like Vsetin, Uhersky Brod, Slavicin, Bojkovice, 
and also in Slovakia - in like towns Dubnica and Povazska Bystrica. 
In 1937 the volume of army production reached its pre-war zenith. On 
the eve of ~orld War II Czechoslovakia developed and produced heLvy 
coastal artillery and weapon systems. Many of these systems were 
preserved practically intact even though the Germans had used them for 
tr~ining in combat on the Maginot lines. 

According to the official Czechoslovak statistical data expo..:t 
of arms and ammunition represented 21\ of the total world export in 
1934, 24, 1\ in 1925 and 15,4\ in 1936 of these articles. J·~ems were 
exported primarily to Yugoslavia, Rumania, Poland, Turkey, Iran, 
Afghanistan and later also to China, the USSR and some countries in 
Latin .America. 

During World War II, the capacities of Czech and Slovak military 
industries were fully utilized by the German army. After World War II 
the arms production continued and was upgraded, first for the needs 
of the Czechoslovak army and later on for the needs of th~ Warsaw 
Pact. As a member of the Warsaw Pact, Czechoslovakia specialized in 
the production of training turbo-jets, including control and training 
equipment (production of battle aeroplanes was stopped), tanks and 
armoured fighting vehicles. Apart from this specialization, ar~illery 
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and infantry ar11:s including ammunition were also produced as well as 
bombs and sapper equipment, commander systems and systems of anti-air
bombing protection. The production was distributed to the Czechoslovak 
army and in conformity with the communist doctrine, in large volumes 
were delivered also to the all countries of the Warsaw Pact as well 
as to countries within the Soviet sphere of influence including many 
developing countries in the Middle East, Asia and Africa that 
sympathized with socialistic ideas. 

Diversification of the arms production is typical for 
Czechoslovakia. The share of arms production on the total production 
was higher than 20\ only in 30\ of Czechoslovak enterprises invclved 
in the military production. Most of these armaments plants are final 
producers of heavy arms such as tanks, infantry vehicles, self
propelled guns and anununition of large calibers which are located in 
the Slovak Republic (partially because of strategic reasons but, 
mainly as a solution for the industrialization of Slovakia). 
Conversely, the arms production in the Czech Republic is specialized 
in most cases to components, special equipment, devices and 
accessories, light weapons and ammunition. 

According to some foreign sources, Czechoslovakia was the seventh 
or eighth biggest exporter of army production in the 1980. The value 
of exports to countries with convertible currency reached its peak in 
1986, the ceiling volume of the production was reached in 1987. About 
100 enterprises were involved in the production of arms, with 73 
thousand people participating directly (as employees of military 
factories) and 50 thousand indirectly (employed in company-suppliers 
to the military factories). From the 70% of the production that was 
exported, 60% went to the USSR. 

The most important exporters of conventional arms to developing 
countries according to the volume of export in 1985 - 1989 are listed 
in the following table: 

1. USSR 46.4 bil USD 
2. USA 21.4 bil USD 
3. France 12.3 bil USD 
4. China 6.7 bil US[J 
s. Great Britain 5.6 bil USD 
6. West Germany 1.9 bil USD 
7. Italy 1. 7 bil USD 
'fj. Brazil 1.3 bil USO 
9. Israel 1.0 bil USD 

10. CSFR 0.9 bil USD 
11. Sweden 0.8 bil USD 

Source: Suddeutschc Zeitung (1990) 

As far as the territorial division of arms exports is concerned, 
in 1984-1989 the largest volumes wt..re heading to the following 
countries: 
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1. USSR 1990 mil USD 33.2% 
2. Libya 925 mil USD 16.2% 
3. Iraq 675 mil USD 11.8% 
4. Syria 625 mil USD 10.9% 
5. Algeria 410 mil USD 7.2% 
6. Cuba 350 mil USD 6.1% 
1. Poland 290 mil USD 5.1% 
8. Hungary 130 mil USD 2.3% 
9. others 415 mil USD 7.2% 

Source: World Military Expenditures and Transfers, 1989 

Exports of arms, of course, were a significant source of 
convertible currency income contributing positively to the balance of 
payments of Czechoslovakia. The civilian parts of the Czechoslovak 
economy were not able to generate sufficient amounts of convertible 
currency under the socialist system due to the inefficiency of central 
planning and directive type of management. It was estimated that arms 
~roduction contributed annually 70 billion crowns to the CzechoslJvak 
state budget in the 1980. 

The following table provides list of the countries with the 
largest production of arms ranked according to the share of employees 
in military industries on total number of people employed in industry: 

share of employees I Number of people! 
YEAR 1988 in military industries I employed in arms! 

on total number of people production 
eaployed in industry (%) 

1. Israel 9.23 90 000 
2. USA 8.64 3 350 000 
3. USSR 6.88 4 800 000 
4. Great Britain 6.41 620 000 
5. China 5.86 5 000 000 
6. Canada 1.98 89 000 
7. France 1.96 300 000 
8. Poland 1.92 260 000 
9. CSFR 1. ,2 125 000 

l:_O. Switzerland 1.26 23 000 
11. Norway 1.05 15 000 
12. Egypt 0.98 100 000 
13. B2lgium 0.86 33 000 
14. Finland 0.81 5 000 
15. Sweden 0.80 28 000 
16. West Germany 0.61 190 000 
17. Netherlands 0.60 29 000 
18. Italy 0.47 124 000 
19. India 0.45 230 000 
20. Spain 0.34 66 000 
21. Australia 0.19 15 000 
22. Brazil 0.12 75 000 
23. Greece 0.05 

I 
9 000 

24. Austria 0.03 15 000 
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As arms production accounted for such a important share of the 
total economy of Czechoslovakia, this country ranked among the ten 
most important arms producers in terms of the share of employees 
involved in arms production on the total number of people employed in 
industry. Given the quite si9nificant share of the total economy 
devoted to arms production in Czechosl~vakia and high percentage of 
labour forces employed in this sector, it is obvious that a reduction 
of arms production has been necessarily causing serious economic and 
social problems in the CSFR. 

2. Main Probleas Faced by the Military Industry in the CSFR 

The general change in the political atmosphere during the late 
80's resulted in the reduction of international tension and the end 
of the cold war but also gave rise to a new need to solve the problems 
resulting from the reduced demand for development, production and 
delivery of arms and other army equipment. 

Since the product!~n zenith of 1987, the volume of arms 
production in the CSFR has had a downward trend. This situation is 
caused by two main factors. Firstly, orders given by the Federal 
Ministry of Defense and Federal Ministry of Interior for supplies for 
the Czechoslovak Army have been diminished. Secondly, the exports to 
the Warsaw Pact countries, mainly to the USSR, dropped significantly 
and even stopped after the Velvet Revolution in the CSFR in November 
1969 and breakdown of the Warsaw Pact in 1990. 

The new Czechoslovak military doctrine which was adopted by the 
Federal Parliament on 20th March, 1991, has strictly defensive 
character. It clearly states that Czechoslovakia will pursue a 
peaceful policy of non-aggression and will limit its military 
activities (including arms production) only to the minimal extent 
necessary its striking power against a possible aggressor. 

The problem of military conversion in the CSFR is affected by 
several other factors, mainly: 
a) Following the outcomes of the Negotiations on Conventicnal Armed 
Forces in Europe held in Vienna, Czechoslovakia will have to reduce 
its army and the number. of heavy weapons. The CSFR is now searching 
fo~ an economic strategy to enable it to meet this obligation. One of 
the possible ways is to export them to "suitable" territories which 
are determined by the ne~ Czechoslovak military doctrine (excluded 
are the countries which are the parties of any of the ongoing 
conflicts throughout the world). 

b) The producers have to solve the problems res11lting from the 
maintenance of a surplus of arms and other military equipment on stock 
for which there are no buyers. The state is no longer able to 
financially cover the undistributed production. Also in this case, 
~xport under control of the state might be one of the possible 
solutions. 

c) The milit'ary conversion is to be accomplished in a relatively 
short period' of time during which first the production of the heavy 
arms should come to an end. Initially, it was envisaged that the arms 
production would be reduced to 50 percent or P.Vdn up to one-third as 
early as the end of 1991. However, these gvals exceeded the real 
possibilitie~. 
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d) Another serious problem is the future adaptation of previously 
constructed military facilities, including unfinished military 
construction projects which is aggravated by the general decline in 
construction-investment activities in the CSFR. 

Conversion of the military industries to civilian applications 
in the CSFR has been further complicated by the fact that it coincides 
with the transformation of the Czechoslovak economy to an efficient 
market system. This process of transition is itself very painful and 
evokes about many serious economic and social problems. The military 
conversion contributed significantly to the main negative impacts of 
the economic reform in the Czechoslovakia, such as the rise of 
unemployment and large decline in volume of industrial production, 
especially in the Slovak Republic. Although the successful 
accomplishment of military conversion is closely interlinked with the 
succ~ss of the Czechoslovak economic reform, its negative effects on 
military industries under conversion is much harder than on the 
industries with civilian production, because the conversion of the 
arms production to civilian applications is extraordinary demanded on 
capital. However, the amount of free capital is very limited because 
of the restrictive monetary and fiscal policies pursued by the 
Czechoslovak government which is aimed at curbing inflation. 

The Czechoslovak economy, including the military industries, 
faces the following consequences of political and economic changes in 
the country and in the region of East-Central Europe: 

general reduction in Eurchase orders caused mainly by 
disintegration of Comecon markets, drop of investment activities and 
consumption of the population in the CSFR; 

- transformation of the economy from Elanned towards market 
system caused plants to leave rapidly the system of plans imposed by 
state - the key economic tool used for forty years and switch to 
principles of a rather liberal market economy. In this way, plants 
formerly administered by their relevant branch ministries have become 
independent. This switch in requires a completely different behavior 
of the companies and radical change in their economic thinking. 

- massive Erivatization, although a very positive and necessary 
st~p towards future efficiency and competitiveness of Czech and Slovak 
industries, causes temporary uncertainty among state plants and their 
maAagement which could negatively affect pace of positive changes in 
these economic entities. 

Therefore, the military conversion is much more difficult to 
implement under conditions of an unstable economy in the 
transformation process than if it were realized in a functioning and 
·.;rowing economy. 

The conversion of the Czechoslovak arms production due to its 
general character, time pressure, complications caused by the ongoing 
transformation of the economy and massive privatization of the state 
enterprises in the conditions of the economic recession, seems to 
surmount in its demanding character all conversion programs already 
realized or being realized in developed countries with stable and 
strong economy. 
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The total impact of military conversion in the CSFR in 1991 is 
shown in Annex 2. 

3. Factors in Con•ersioa of Military Industries 

In general, the military conversion tend to be similar to a post
':llar period when economy programs are aimed at redirecting the industry 
to civil production. This encompasses structural, technological and 
production changes and the retraining of labor. 

From the technological and organizational point of view, military 
conversion is a transition from arms production to civil production. 
If production technology and production equipment used in military 
industry can be quite readily utilized in the civil sector of economy 
or if the final product is applicable for civilian use, conversion 
is not technically complicated. The crucial factors are mainly the 
production profile of the company, its technicaJ. maturity and 
capability, level of qualification of the workers and extent of the 
conversion. However, the serious complications come with the highly 
specialized kinds of battle technology or production of ammunition. 

The conversion process has both economic and social aspects. The 
economic aspect concerns the question of compensation of military 
demand through changes in the structure of the state budget, 
generating incentives for economic growth of the country and keeping 
the rate of employment down during the period of conversion. The 
restructuring of working power and production capacities of the former 
military industries is inevitable. A strong economy is able to support 
economically this conversion process by restructuring the budgetary 
means without any significant economic and social shocks. This 
proposition was proven by the realization of conversion programs in 
the USA, Sweden, Germany, etc. 

One crucial task of the conversion is to eliminate losses from 
the Lermination or reduction of the arms production by preparing and 
implementing effective new (substitute) programs with guaranteed 
distribution and by retraining workers and solving regional and loca~ 
socio-economic problems. 

. To prevent significant negative impacts of conversion, the 
experts from developed countries, who had gained experience in 
m~J.itary conversion in these countries, identified key factors forming 
the pre-conditions for a successful course of conversion. The 
following general factors were pointed out: 

• long-term preparation of the conversion and its well-considered 
conception. By choosing a suitable strategy we can prevent 
complications in the reproduction process. 

• step-by-step and smooth implementdtion that would enable the 
government to stagger certain complicated technical, organizational 
and economic solutions over a longer period of time, e.g. 5-10 years. 
It is sald that annual reduction of military expenses by 0.5\ cf GNP 
should not lead to economic shocks and disproportions. For instance, 
Sweden is planning a reduction of its military expenses by one half 
within 25 years (1980 - 2005). Such a decrease of demand does not 
exceed usual irregularities on the market. 
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= pace of strl\ctural changes restructuring of economy is a 
relatively stable phenomenon accompanying economic development. Since 
the conversion is just a specific form of such changes, no abrupt 
structural changes should occur in the course of the conversion. The 
changes should be gradual and manageable from the economic and social 
point of view both locally and within the whole regions. 

= all problems connected with conversion are more manageable during 
a period of economic stabilization and rapid growth than during 
economic stagnation or even recession. 

= effective demand for the new production and services has to be 
assured by changes in the structure of the state demand by a shift of 
the state expenses in military sphere to other spheres, mainly 
economic and social infrastructure. It appears that the best solution 
would be to invest in tha development of services, infrastructure of 
transport ~nd communicat~ons, power industry, environmental industry, 
scientific research, education and health care. This way can at least 
partially compensate for the possible extent of the new production 
over demand, otherwise it could be a drop of prices, aggravation of 
returns of the capital, etc. Another method is to lower taxes which 
would lead to growth of personal consumption. However, this 
possibility is limited by differences in the effective demand between 
different groups of citizens. 

Defense conversion brings a range of consequences to the 
reproduction process. To assure a smooth transition, certain 
regulation from the center through various direct and indirect forms 
of state economic interventions is needed even under conditions of a 
functioning market economy. Among favourable pre-conditions of 
conversion it is worth mentioning diversification of arms and civil 
production in individual firms and companies. Such diversification 
helps to smooth the transition to civil production as well as also 
pi;:oduct and technological similarity of the arms production and civil 
production, nai.1ely in the sphere of electronics, automobile and 
aircraft industries. These findings emerge from various studies of the 
UN commissions and International Labour Organization. 

The most complicated case f o~ conversion program is the 
restructuring of enterprises that focused exclusively or in 
significant part on production of highly-specialized modern weapon 
systems. From the econoinic point of view, subs ti tut ion of such 
prc;tduction in a short term seems to be very complicated and would 
require extensive state economic intervention. In other countries, 
attempts to solve these problems led to creation of a range of work 
teams, commissions and councils. For instance, in Great Britain and 
Germany these analytical and consulting activities are very well 
developed within the framework of the Trade Unions. 

4. State Policy and Strategy of Implementation of the Conversion 
Program in the CSFR 

On the macro-economic level the goal of the Czechoslovak state, 
which is responsible for pursuing the radical economic reform aimed 
at transition of the national economy to a modern market economy, is 
to implement military conversion without worsening and threatening the 
macro-economic stability of the country. This means that, the state 
must share responsibility for this process by providing direct and 
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indirect support and assistance to the industries under conversion. 

On the micro-economic level the present aim of military companies 
in the CSFR is to preserve or to regain their competitiveness. These 
companies must ~ry to manage this problem by means of formulating 
substitute programs of civil production. In most cases the formulation 
of substitute programmes is combined with the preparation of 
privatization EJrojects under the process of privatization of the 
Czechoslovak economy. 

4.1. Steps Taken by the State since 1989 

As early as in 1988, state authorities commenced analytic and 
prognostic work concerning future prospects of arms production in the 
CSFR. Conversion of military industries in the CSFR started in the 
~eginning of 1989 as a result of democratization process in Europe and 
the abatement of international tension. 

In 1989 the state subsidies aimed at reduction of arms production 
totalled 400 million Czechoslovak crowns. Most subsidies were 
channelled into the military enterprises in Slovakia, in the Czech 
Republic only one enterprise was subsidized. These subsidies covered 
stock credits as a liability of the state in the sphere of non
realized contracts. 

In 1990 the Federal Government allocated for the same purposes 
1.436 billion ~zec}l..,slovak crowns oJt of which about 400 million 
Czechoslovak crowns were assigned for direct subsidies to 25 
enterprises in the Czech republic and the remainder was allocated 
to the Slovak Republic. 

The year 1991 brought about a qualitative change in the approach 
of the state to the conversion of arms production. The use of the 
federal budget was aimed at support of projects that were submitted 
and realized as substitutional projects of new (civilian) production. 
These projects represent significant part of structural changes of the 
Czechoslovak industry. 

The funds from the federal budget are distributed according to 
cert?in priorities set by the federal government and are provided in 
form of irrevocable grants. A team of ministerial.• banking, military 
an4 civil experts was established for the purpose of evaluating 
proposed substitutional (conversion) projects according to the given 
project evaluation criteria. A special commission at the federal level 
was appointed to evaluate individual projects. 

It was also decided to grant assistance to enterprises engaged 
in the liquidation of unused supplies that were initially intended for 
:arms productio.,. The state has been participating in covering the loss 
from direct sales to domestic and foreign customers or liquidation in 
cases the companies are unable to find buyers. This stage of the state 
assistance will be finished by the end of 1992. 

Following the adoption of the Federal Government resolution No. 
443/92, the state has generally continued to pursue this year the same 
strategy of promoting programs of conversion as in 1991. Subsidies are 
continually granted for covering interest rates on credits, for the 
purchase of licences, for covering licence charges and for the 
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purchase of machines and equipment, with the overall amount allocated 
for these purposes being 1,000 million Czechoslovak crowns. 

A total of 28 enterprises in the Czech Republic have applied for 
support for 64 projects, of which 25 are new projects (to be launched 
in 1992) and the rest are projects launched in 1991. The volume of 
subsidies required from the federal fund for conversion totals 510.4 
million Czechoslovak crowns in the Czech Republic (the Slovak Republic 
has submitted 100 projects worth 2,300 million Czechoslovak crowns). 
The deadline of selection of substitutional projects to be subsidized 
was the end of September 1992. The federal commission of experts 
recommended to distribute the conversion funds for 1992 as follows: 
for the defense conversion in the Slovak Republic the state will 
provide 793 million Czechoslovak crowns, out of which 430 million CSK 
will be used for financing 2 large conversion projects and remaining 
363 million CSK will allocated for 109 smaller projects in 34 
armaments plants. As regards the Czech arms producers under 
conversion, they receive 207 million CSK for supporting 41 
substitutional projects in 21 plants. 

For the sake of e~aluation, the projects were divided into two 
groups according to investment exigency: 

a) investment costs over 50 million Czechoslovak crowns 
b) investment costs up to 50 million Czechoslovak crowns 

The projects of the group a) were approved by Federal Government and 
co ,,. ~rn exclusively projects in the Slovak Republic assigned to the 
lo~·::.' ex-producers of heavy weapons. 

The group b) contains projects which met the criteria for state budget 
assistance. Decisions about assistance were given to the competence 
of the Federal Ministry of Economy and Federal Ministry of Finance and 
were carried out in accordance with federal budgetary rules, i.e. the 
volume of usable financial means for conversion was limited by 
possibilities of the state budget in 1991. In the Czech republic 62 
projects were supported by the total of 300 million Czechoslovak 
crowns in 1991. The more significant substitutional projects are 
listed in the annexes. 

4.2. Formulation and Elaboration of Conversion Projects Applying for 
.... State Assistance and System of Project Evaluation 

In May 1991, the Federal Government set principles and 
requirements needed for submitting and approving conversion programs 
that require state assistance. After the project is approved, the 
funds are drawn in the form of credits, to cover interests from 
credits, purchase of licences and purchase of machines and equipment 
up to 30\ of the total project cost. The enterprise submitting the 
project is obliged to prove its ability to financially cover 
remainder, for instance by bank confirmation. 

The given conditions for the state assistance in terms of 
subsidies are as follows: 

- creation of new jobs 
- start up timing 
- new production programs 
- secured distribution 
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In case the enterprise is unable to meet the prerequisites, it 
is obliged to return the funds provided by the state to the federal 
budget. Any misuse of the financial resources constitutes a violation 
of the law on federal budget rules. 

4.3. Project Evaluation Criteria 

The projects are thoroughly assessed by the expert group 
according to the following criteria: 
- range of negative impact of the conversion on the enterprise: 

ratio of special production to the total production measured by 
volume, labour, inapplicable assets and stock (scale: very 
significant --- very little); 

- level of substitution the new production for the arms production: 
applicability of the original equipment, rate of lost and newly 
created jobs, balance of the growth of production vis-a-vis the 
volume of production in the years 1987 - 1990 
(scale: insufficient --- excessive); 

- competence of company management (scale: minimal --- very good); 

- guaranteed financial sources for the conversion program: 
economic effect (scale: without perspective ---perspective); 

- significance of the company and impact of the conversion in regional 
context (scale: very significant --- minor); 

- program implementation (scale: prompt --- long) 

- total costs and return of investment to state budget: 
speed of start up, profit, taxes (scale: three levels according 
to criteria); 

- level of technology solution, competitiveness, prospects and 
assurance of distribution (scale: not suitable --- prospective). 

x x x x x 
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II. CORVERSIOR OF MILITARY IHDUSTRY IR TBE CZECH REPUBLIC 

5. Characteristics of Arlla Producers in the Csech Republic 

The arms production in the Czech Republic culminated in 1987 with 
production in volume tot~lling 11.5 billion Czechoslovak crowns. This 
figure represented 39 percent of its total industrial production. 
Since that time the volume of the a!:llls production has a decreasing 
trend. In 1990 it represented only 42 percent of 1987 volume. This 
decline was partially caused by a fall in wholesale prices of many raw 
materials, semifinished products and components on January 1, 1990. 

Table: Arms Production in the Czech Republic 

year 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
(outlook) 

volume of 
production 
(bil. crowns) 11.5 10.0 8.1 3.0 2.5 

In the Czech Republic all military enterprises are under the Ministry 
of Industry of the Czech Republic. 

Prevailing part of the enterprises under military conversion in 
the Czech Republic are mostly companies in which arms production 
represents 5 - 50\ of their total production program. On the other 
hand, in Slovakia quite numerous part of the arms producers is 
specialized, almost exclusively, in finalization of the arms 
production. Moreover, the most significant Slovak armaments plants 
have large numbers of employees ( 12 - 15 thousand) and serve as 
decisive source of employment in regions where they are located. This 
fact determines the difference between the military conversion in the 
Czech re?ublic and Slovakia. Czech military enterprises are then more 
capable of adaptation and their conversion programs less demanding 
from the investment point of view. Data collected by the Ministry of 
Industry of the Czech Republic tend to support this hypothesis - in 
th~ Czech Republic the total conversion costs amount to 8.1 billion 
Czechoslovak crowns while in Slovakia they reach 18.2 billion 
Cz~hoslovak crowns (see Annex). 

In the Czech Republic more than 60 enterprises are involved in 
conversion which is two times more than in Slovakia. Out of 48 
significant producers in the CSFR, 21 are from the Czech lands. 

The subject of the conversion programs in the Czech Republic are 
mainly products of precision engineering, optics, opto-electronics, 
and other electronics. 

The final arms production in the Czech Republic is represented 
by aircrafts and aircraft equipment, passive and active radiolocation 
and target searching, cross-country heavy vehicles, light weapons and 
ammunition, personal protection devices and some kinds of anti
inf antry and anti-tank mines. 
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Conversion (substitutional) programs in the Czech Republic 
proceed from the adaptability of the high level techI?ologies and 
highly qualified labour. Should these merits of the Czech ~nterprises 
under conversion be utilized up to their full potential, it is likely 
to increase the production of current competitive civilian products 
produced in these enterprises in quite a short period. However, the 
military companies have to find new markets, identify cooperation 
opportunities and get know-how and licences in order to increase the 
level of technology. One of possible ways is the involvement of 
foreign capital (foreiCJD direct investments). 

Table: Impacts of the introduction of the new Czechoslovak military 
doctrine on the arms producers in the Czech Republic in 1991: 

idle stock 2,629 mil crowns 

non-utilized assets 896 mil crowns 

idle stock interest rates 84 mil crowns 

further losses (cancelled contracts, 
penalties, etc.) 19 3 mil crowns 

Newly introduced substitutional programs are facing serious 
distribution problems, firstly because of a lack of investment funds 
on the domestic market which has to survive the impacts of the 
transformation process and secondly because of the lower purchasing 
power of most households. This means that substitutional programs must 
also be targeting toward foreign markets. 

The total economic exigency of the new production start-up under 
the substitutional programs in the Czech Republic was quantified as 
follows: 

requisite non-investment means 610 mil Cz. crowns 

investments 1,600 mil Cz. crowns 

.).abor retraining costs 155 mil Cz. crowns 

.~otal 2,365 mil Cz. crowns 

It is not realistic to cover these costs only from the sources 
of the currently economically weak enterprises. According to overall 
estimates the total impact of the conversion in the Czech Republic 
will be 4. 9 billion Czechoslovak crowns. The sum of 155 million crowns 
appointed for about 7, 000 lost jobs caused by conversion is an 
absolute minimum needeci for the retraining. However, according to some 
estimates (Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs of the Czech 
Republic), the increase in the number of unemployed persons during the 
process of conversion could reach 20 thousand. 

Arms, needed for the Czechoslovak army in the conformity with the 
new Czechoslovak military doctrine, will be produced in the certain 
territories and for purposes of essential state defense. These are the 
products of aircraft industry, passive radiotechnology, target 
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identification, light weapons, heavy vehicles with sapper systeas, 
means of anti-nuclear and chemical protection. The procedure for the 
application for export and territories of possible export ~re set by 
the Federal Government of the CSFR and by the State Defense Council. 

6. Prospects of Aras Production in the Czech Republic 

The key aras production programs in competence of Ministry of 
Industry of the Czech Republic are: 
- training systeas for military pilots in the holding company AERO 

Praha; 
- systems of active and passive radio-location in Tesla Pardubice; -

explosives in the chemical factory VCBZ Pardubice; 
- cross-country heavy vehicles Tatra, etc. 
Besides these programs, also production of ammunition, light weapons, 
radio communication systems, means of individual anti-chemical 
protection, dosimeters, respiratory devices, optics, special 
optoelectronics and data-processing technolO<JY will continue. 

The above-mentioned programs can fully satisfy the needs of the 
Czech and Slovak military forces. 

1. Substitutional Programs in the Czech Republic 

New (civilian) programs are in different stages of realization. 
It was previewed that the substitutional programs would produce goods 
valued at 1.9 billion Czechoslovak crowns in 1991 and almost 4.9 
billion Czechoslovak crowns in 1992. 

Substitutional production programs are based mainly on existing 
civil production of individual enterprises in those cases when 
distribution can be enlarged or whe~ the enterprise is starting a new 
niche production to fill a gap in its production range. The new 
production is designed for both domestic and foreign markets and the 
programs also often include licensing and foreign cooperation. 

State assistance is aimed at: 

1) increasing capacities of the current civil production which is 
competitive and has enough customers (textile machinery, pumps, 
hu~ting arms, automobile industry, etc.); 

2) filling gaps in assortment on domestic market (e.g. sanitary 
equipment, ecology equipment, toys, fireworks); 

3) creating new, highly competitive products that are capable of 
succeeding in foreign markets; 

4) using enterprises' own capacities that were freed with the 
termination of arms production; 

As regards the categorization of substitutional programs that 
meet the requirements for governmental assistance in the Czech 
Republic they can be sorted into the following groups: 

- components and spare pa1·ts for automobile industry 
- sanitary products including medicaments 
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production of electronic, pneumatic and hydraulic equipment 
covers for foodstuffs 

- radiolocation and radio co:mm.unication systems, optoelectronics 
textile ma.chines and their components 
machines for polygraphic industry, pumps and measuring devices 

- hunting and sport long arms including ammunition 
machine tools including accessories 

- new toys 
- equipment for dumps 

ecological machinery products 
- automation elements including regulatory elements 

products for optics and laser technolOCJY 
wind power plants 

- entertainment pyrotechnics 

8. Experience Gained froa the Course of Conversion and Privatization 
of Military Enterprises in the Czech Republic 

The complicated and demanding character of the military 
conversion in the CSFR is caused by its combination with all other 
serious problems the CSFR economy is facing and has to solve at the 
same time. 

These concurrent problems are: 
l) The breakdown of trade links between former CHEA members for both 
civil goods and arms. This collapse caused a sharp drop in production 
in many industrial enterprises as well as a drop in income to the 
state budget; 

2) the overall insolvency of enterprises which resulted in a lack of 
funds for investment and due to low purchasing power of households the 
domestic market demand is very weak. The market economy environment 
has emerged. However, at the same ti.me due to the reasons mentioned 
above demand on the market is quite weak and our producers still do 
not of fer suitable goods in assortment and quality demanded; 

4) a lack of medium-term prognosis of the CSFR military budget that 
could direct the range of terminated arms production and still keep 
striking power of the state; 

5) military conversion has a very negative temporary impact on 
r~ional employment. The regional organs often do not have an 
appropriate conceptfon for creation of new jobs within the framework 
of regional policie~ of structural changes; 

6) military convers~on is combined with the privatization of the Czech 
economy. Substitutiqnal programs have become part of the privatization 
projects of compani~s under conversion. As the privatization process 
in the CSFR has to,adhere to a strict time schedule (deadlines for 
elaboration of privatization projects), the military conversion has 
thus been indirectly placed under time pressure. 

' 

The suppressioo of the arms production and the following start-up 
of the civilian production programs will result in the loss of jobs 
at least by 7, 000. ,The Czech regions mostly affected by cut-back .in 
the arms production, because of high share of the arms production on 
the total industrial production of the region are Southern Mor~via 
(23\), Central Bohemia (17\) and partially Eastern Bohemia. 
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Analysis of the conversion programs showed that, despite the 
state assistance, the implementation of substitutional programs is 
difficult due to their financial exigency. In many cases this was the 
reason why the enterprises backed off the new production programs. The 
flow of foreign capital into the CSFR up to now is not adequate to the 
needs of Czech and particularly Slovak economies, mainly because the 
privatization process has not yet been fully accomplished and last but 
not least, due to overall uncertainty arising from continuing 
disintegration of the CSFR. 

Still, only a few new job opportunities which could absorb the 
newly unemployed have been generat~~ in other spheres than industry. 
Therefore, in 1992 the state ~as addressed its assistance to 
restructuring the regional infrastructure, development of non
traditional or lacking services like tourism. State support is also 
provided to the emerging small and medium-scale private companies. 

Annex Al-8 provides supplementary information about defense 
conversion in the Czech Republic. 

9. Future Role of the State in Military Conversion in the Czech 
Republic 

The basic precondition for a successful accomplishment of 
conversion of military industries in the CSFR is that measures taken 
by the state cannot be only limited to providing grants. That is why 
the state has re-evaluated its earliest plans. For the same reason the 
character of the state assistanc~ has been shifted from directing and 
planning the conversion from the state level to supporting individual 
projects. 

The state should also pay more attention to creation of 
favourable con~itions for successful implementation of substitutional 
programs. The following direct and indirect means of assistance could 
be taken into consideration: 
- purchase of licences and know-how 
- promotion of international cooperation 
- retraining programs 
- state support for creation of small and medium-size companies that 

would absorb the unemployed workers. 

... The scope of the conversion will probably call for constant 
analysis of its course and making necessary adjustments during the 
realization of the privatization and restructuring process. 
One of the possible way of assistance could be the creation of a 
conversion fund. The funds c'ould be drawn as a fixed share of export 
revenues of certain commodities. Such a fund would also collect money 
from other sources, such as :sponsors, etc. 

' 

Measures taken by reglonal organs should ' consist mainly of 
creation of new jobs through well-considered regional policy. This 
policy is to be oriented to 'support of small and 'medium-size private 
companies, development of 'communal services, 'tourism and other 
underdeveloped parts of the' infrastructure. All' of this assistance 
complement new retraining p~ograms. 

·, 

~ x x x x x x 
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III. CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRY IN THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC 

10. Characteristics of Arms Production in the Slovak Republic 

Production of arms in Slovakia began in 1928. In 1928, the Czech 
firia Zbrojovka Brno constructed a plant for production of light 
infantry arms and aDlillUnition in Povazska Bystrica. In 1933 - 1937, 
Skoda Plzen built plants for artillery ammunition production (present 
ZVS Dubnica) and artillery arms production including necessary 
metallurgical plants (present ZTS Dubnica) in town Dubnica. 

Significant development of arms production in Slovakia started 
after 1950, when arms production was reduced for strategic reasons in 
the Czech plants and shifted to Slovakia. Production of tanks was 
transferred from CKD Prague and Skoda Plzen to a ne··,_y built plant in 
Martin (present TEES Martin) and production of armoured transporters 
from Tatra Koprivnice to a new-built plant in Detva (present PPS 
Detva). 

In following years new capacities for aras production were being 
built systematically: 

sort of arm 

sapper technique 

large-calibre ammunition 
optical instruments 

electrotechnic and 
electronic products 
for armaments 
production 

a_ir jet f!ngines/ 

<;pmponents for 
armaments production 

name of arms producer 

SS Kosice, Mostaren Brezno, Tatra 
Banovce, SL Komarno, Vagonka Poprad 

Vihorlat Snina 
EOPTA Bratislava 

TESLA Liptovsky B~adok, TESLA Vrable 
ZVT Banska Bystrica, KABLO Malacky 

PS Povazska Bystrica 

ZTS Prakovce, ZTS Hrinova, 
ZTS Bardejov, zavody SNP Ziar nad 
Bronom, EVU Nova Dubnica, 
ZTS Topolcany 

The research and development basis of arms production was 
established, especially for the sphere of artillery rocket-launchers 
and mine-launchers including their anununitions and further in the 
sphere of conunanding and staff systems and reconnaissance means. 

As regards the number of arms producers in the Slovak Republic, 
36 arms plants were working in the Slovak Republic .in 1987, 29 of them 
within the domain of the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic. 
Total arms production in the Slovak Republic in 1976 - 1988 of final 
producers represented 145. 0 billion Czechoslovak crowns. Maximum total 
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armaments production in the Slovak Republic was 17.8 biliion 
Czechoslovak crowns in 1987, representinq 60.8\ of total arms 
production in the CSFR. Production of arms also accounted for 24t of 
the total production of engineering and electrotechnic industries 
located in the Slovak Republic versus 7\ figure for the production of 
arms in similar industries located in the Czech Republic. 

11. Impacts of Conversion on Arms Producers in the Slovak Republ~c 

Reduction of arms production in the Sl~vak Republic after 1987 
is illustrated by the following graph (comparing with the Czech 
Republic) in 1987 base-year prices: 

Arms Production 
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.... The arms producers in the Slovak Republic expressed the total 
impacts of the reduction in arms production on their economic 
situation numerically as follows (figures designated in millions of 
Czechoslovak crowns): 

total impact 7,993.0 
out of: 

= idle supplies 2,459 .. 0 
= idle capital funds 2,236.0 
... other financial charge 

(unredeemed future period costs, 
overhead costs, credit interests, 
damages and penalization) ' 3,297.0 

' -
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Expected decreases in employment in the Slovak military industry 
accounts for 40-50 thousand during thE:: period 1992-1~93, which 
represents 70\ of total reduction of employment in the Czechoslovak 
military industries. 

Besides the current problems facing the whole Czechoslovak 
industry in the process of economic reform, Slovak military plants are 
confronted with these specific problems thus making their situation 
even more serious. 

First, insufficient capacities in research and development caused 
by the fact that the predominant portion of arms production in the 
Slovak Republic was subject to licences from the former USSR. Even the 
part of devalopment of arms carried out in the CSFR was concentrated 
in special institutes supervised by ministries. The military companies 
under ccnversion lack time and funds for rebuilding their own R&D and 
therefore, are highly dependent upon the purchasing of licences. 

Second, the absence of marketing and comercial experience 
hampers the development of civil production in the former military 
companies. The economic entity must take over full responsibility for 
selling their products and finding new markets. The primary goal of 
these plants is to introduce modern marketing and sales methods, by 
building-up their own marketing and sales departments with well
trained specialists. 

Moreover, the plants have only a minimal ability of plants to 
generate funds from their operation activities necessary for 
restructuring and modernization. This situation can be attributed to 
severe reduction or complete discontinuation of arms production that 
was the key source of funds during previous periods. Civilian 
production in the Slovak military plants was merely supplementary in 
character. Newly introduced civilian programs have not yet brought 
desirable profits. This situation makes plants require excessively 
high credits with long due dates. This in turn creates a high level 
of indebtedness. Finally, the resultant high rates of interest in the 
~SFR reduce efficiency of civilian production programs. 

Consequences of the reduction of arms production on the selected 
Slovak arms producers, from the viewpoint of production and 
employment, are given in Annex Bl-8. This set of armaments plants 
includes 13 most important Slovak arms producers accounting for: 

.... - 83% of arms production in the Slovak Republic in 1989, 
79% of lost vacancies in 1988 - 1991, 

- 80% of vacancies remaining in the Slovak military industry 
in 1991. 

These plants represented 7% of the gross industrial product of 
the Slovak Republic in 1989. Compared to 1988, their arms production 
in 1991 was lower by 10 billion Czechoslovak crowns (in 1990 base-year 
prices) and represented 38% of total production of these armaments 
plants in 1991. Civilian production of these plants in 1991 decreased 
by 30% in comparison to 1988, due to for the most part, Comecon market 
disintegration and domestic order reductions. 
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12. State Policy in the Field of Conversion in the Slovak Republic 

The Government of the CSFR alleviated economic consequences of 
arms production suppression in the Slovak Republic by the following 
measures: 

1989: 

1990: 

1991: 

1992: 

.... 

- providing 367 million Czechoslovak crowns to ZTS Hartin 
for solving the wage problems caused by reduction of 
arms production in this plant; 

- granting 812.0 million Czechoslovak crowns (out of 1.2 
billion crowns earmarked for the CSFR) to carry out 
conv~rsion programmes; 

- resolving the problems of liquidating idle stock of 
newly produced arms and their components by reimbursing 
60\ of expenses from the state budget (plants had to 
finance 40%). The state participation represents 1, 436 
billion Czechoslovak crowns to be provide~ for 
armaments plants in the Slovak Republic, consisting of 
360 million Czechoslovak crowns spent in 1991 and the 
rest planned for sp~nding in 1992 and 1993; 

- 830 million Czechoslovak crowns was released from the 
state budget for liquidation of idle fixed assets; 

- a special state contribution was provided for 
realization of selected conversion projects in the 
amount of 1,200 million Czechoslovak crowns in 1991; 

- under an one-time only plan for relieving of debts aimed 
at reduction of state enterprises insolvency, the state 
cut the credit repayment obligation of the Slovak 
arms producers by 2,680 billion Czechoslovak crowns; 

- armaments plants were drawing 6.5 million Czechoslovak 
crowns out of funds of the Ministry of Labor and Social 
Affairs of the Slovak Republic for retraining of 2,320 
workers; 

state contributions for military conversion amounts to 
1 billion Czechoslovak crowns. Slovak state authorities 
recommend the allocation of 710 million Czechoslovak 
crowns out of the state contributions for armaments 
plants in the Slovak Republic. The commission of experts 
on the federal level recommended for implementation in 
the Slovak Republic 2 large projects in total value of 
430 million Czechoslovak crowns and further 109 small 
projects valued at 363 million Czechoslovak crowns for 
34 Slovak armaments plants. 

Besides the direct state participation in solving financial 
problems of armaments plants under conversion, the Slovak government 
provided TEES Martin with a state guarantee on credit in the amount 
of 2.2 billion Czechoslovak crowns aimed at financing the conversion 
(substitutional) program "Oil Engines :.ombardini". In 1992, the Slovak 
Government approved state guarantee for 2.7 billion CSK credit for the 
substitutional program of ZTS Oubnica. 

The Slovak Republic has been granted a subsidy for conversion 
plants located in Slovakia out of the programme PHARE. The sum of 
380,000 ECU was assigned for elaboration of "Branch Feasibility Study 
on Arms Production Conversion in the Slovak Republic". The objective 
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of this study is to det ~ .•. :mine a mid-term strategy of restructuring and 
conversion of arms F "'<iuction in the Slovak Republic by means of 
addressing the following issues: 

- evaluating contemporary pros and cons of the military ~ndustry 
with respect to its proposed conversion to civil production, 

- estimating a need for restructuring of the individual armaments 
plants and the whole military industry, 

- designing a plan of action reflecting determined priorities. 

The firm SOFRES CONSEIL, SEMA Division Conseil was put in charge of 
elaborating the above-mentioned study. At present, the study is under 
discussion by the competent state authorities of the Slovak Republic. 
The study also contains an evaluation of conversion (substitutional) 
programmes proposed by plants themselves. Under the programme PHARE 
1.0 million ECU is to be used for financing activities recommended by 
"Study ••• ". 

13. Substitutional Production Programs 

Armaments plants in the Slovak Republic submitted to the state 
authorities 117 substitutional projects totalling 15.77 billion 
Czechoslovak crowns of estimated costs on their realization. Out of 
these projects the Slovak experts recommended for implementation 64 
projects valued at 11.46 billion Czechoslovak crowns which in total, 
should generate employment for 24,875 workers and lead to production 
amounting to 29,750 million Czechoslovak crowns in following years • 
.Armaments plants require state participation on financing these 
projects up to 30% of total costs (3.8 billion Czechoslovak crowns). 

13.1. Characteristics of Presented Proposals 

From the point of view of time, substitutional programs can be divided 
into the following 2 categories: 

- short-term programs with fast realization schedules. 
They are targeted primarily on assisting armaments plants 
"to survive" in years 1991 - 1993. Their basic objective is to 
alleviate their worsening financial situation as well as decrease in 
employment. Proposed production programs mainly consist in expansion 
of existing civilian production or in introduction of cooperative 
p~oductions. The realization costs of these programs are 
relatively low; 

- middle-term pr~grams with realization scheduled for 1995. 
These programs deal with future optimal structures of plants. These 
programs also have a higher risk of failure and are also less 
predicable in their rates of success. 

As regards subject of production: 

a) Expansion of existing production is the prevailing subject of 
proposed substitutional programs. Program costs are directed to: 

- increasing production capacity, 
- obtaining higher use values of products, especially their 

quality and reliability by both innovation of products and 
modernization of technology of production, 

- increasing labor productivity. 
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The maiu representatives of this group are: 
earth and construction machines (excavators, loaders, all-purpose 
carrier of equipments for road constructions); 

- agricultural machines (tractors including forest ones, stack packing 
machines); 

- handling equipments (e.g. high lift trucks, transport platforms, 
palette packjng machines); 

- axial hydrostatic converters; 
production of tools for mechanical machining, pressing, injection 
of light metals and plastics; 

- industrial equipments for rubber, textile and woodworking 
industries, finishinq equipments for rolling mills; 

- axles and mechanical gearboxes for mobile machines. 

b) Smaller in number but of high importance is a group of products 
proposed for production in participation with firms from developed 
countries {licence purchase including know-how, cooperation, etc.). 
The most important programs are: 
- oil engines Lombardini, 
- pumps for oil industry (REDA USA licence), 
- axles with hydrostatic drive (EATON USA). 

As far as market targeting of sales of civilian production 
output, a majority of the substitutional programs count on revival of 
the internal market, especially in agricultural and civil engineering 
but also, on recovery of the Eastern market, mainly in the 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) where possible exports may 
range from 30% to 60% of the total production. Exports to markets of 
industrial countries represent a somewhat lower portion in all 
programmes (with the exception of cooperation under concluded 
agreements) • 

With the respect to their low ability to generate funds, the 
companies assume the following pattern of financing the conversion 
programs: 
- companies'funds 
- state participation 
- bank credits 
- foreign investments 

10- 20% 
30% 

40 - 55% 
5 - 10% 

The numbers shown represent average values; there are armaments 
plants which will count o~ a bank credit excessing 70% because of an 
ab~~lute lack of funds and which will use the financial support of the 
state for reimbursement of credit interests. However, this way of 
financing causes an enormous prP.ssure on a plant economy for a long 
period. 

13.2 Risks in Conversion Program Proposa.11!. 

One of the major risks of successful realization of the 
substitutional programs is a lack or marketing and sales experience 
of armaments plants. Some companies are solving this problem by 
ordering elaboration of marketing studies produced for the most part, 
by foreign consulting firms. However, high prices of the studies and 
lack of funds in plants hampe~ more wide utilization of the services 
of consulting firms. 
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The lack of quality marketing strategies may put the armament 
plants at being unable to secure a market for the output {civilian 
products) of substitutional programs and hence unable to generate 
funds for redemption of credits taken by the armaments plant. for 
implementation of the substitutional (conversion) program. 

Risks lie also in territorial market targeting in relation to 
possible time delay of domestic market revival {in agriculture, civil 
engineering, road network construction, ••• ) and especially revival 
of market in the CIS. 

Another problem is also the technical level and quality of 
civilian production of Slovak armaments plants. Comparative studies 
enabling a comparison of use values of products with those of renowned 
foreign producers are not elaborated to the appropriate extent to 
provide necessary range of information. Nevertheless, an objective 
assumption can be made that, in comparison with the world standard, 
use value and quality of the civilian output of armaments plants are 
in general lower even t~ough some conversion programs are realized on 
the basis of purchased foreign licences and know-how. A risk resulting 
from this fact is lower marketability of the products or substantially 
lower sales prices which can negatively affect the project efficiency. 

A very important prerequisite for market success even of high 
quality products is well-functioning sales and service network which, 
unfortunately, armaments plants have not built. Doing sales and 
providing services through intermediary agencies increase selling 
costs and reduce efficiency. 

14. Current Problems of Military Conversion in the Slovak Republic 

Implementation of conversion (substitutional) projects up to now 
shows the following results: 

1991 1992 1993 
real plan prospect 

production (mil. CSK) 3,147 5,650 11,845 

sale (mil. CSK) 2,774 5,500 11,705 

.portion of civil production 
·subfltituted for arms 
production 20% 33% 60% 

number of workers 5,610 10,475 16,455 

Following financial means (in millions of Czechoslovak crowns) 
were 3pent on implementation of conversion projects in the Slovak 
Republic: 
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Source of Financial 1991 1992 
Means real \ plan \ 

plants' funds 361.5 14.3 582.0 16.5 

bank credits 873.0 34.3 1,811.0 51.4 

foreign capital 120.4 4.8 327.0 9.3 

state participation 1,163.5 46.2 800.0 22.8 

t 0 t a 1 2,518.4 100.0 3,520.0 100.0 

In comparison with 1990, civil production in the armaments plants 
experienced a reduction by approximately 30\ in 1991. Employment in 
armaments plants decreased by 14,970 in 1991 and by 4,300 in the first 
half of this year. Thi& situation is caused for the most part by a 
drop in demand on both domestic market and especially in former 
Comecon markets. Sales of civilian products produced by the armaments 
plants in developed countries have thus far been insignificant. In 
view of the fact that there have been few signs of revival at this 
time in the markets of the former Soviet Union and that the recession 
of the Czechoslovak economy has probably just reached its bottom, the 
production plans of the armaments plants under conversion seem to be 
unrealistic. The conversion plants can't rely on the expansion of 
exports of their products on ~he world market because of the overall 
unpreparedness of these companies to penetrate the markets of 
developed countries. 

The ultimate problem involves securing financial means for 
implementation of the substitutional (conversion) programs. The 
plants' funds at present and in the successive years can cover only 
a minor portion of substitutional programs' costs (14 - 17%). State 
grants representing 46. 2% of the total expenditures on conversion 
programs in 1991 will decrease to 23% in 1992. Participation of 
foreign capital has not yet reached the desirable level. For these 
reasons, the main source of financial means are bank credits; this 
trend is going to be even stronger in 1993 and 1994 when share of bank 
credits is predicted to reach 70 - 80%. However, the banks have taken 
on a more reserved position towards providing credits on such a scale. 
The banks conservative new position can be attributed to the general 
shortage of financial means created by the restrictive monetary and 
fiscal policy of the state as well as the high risks arising from the 
conversion projects. Large projects are financed only upon the 
condition that the state grants a guarantee for provided credits. 

From the above-mentioned facts, we can derive a qualified 
assumption that conversion projects will not be realized in the 
projected range and that there will be delay in their implementation. 
This undesirable situation might be improved substantially by foreign 
capital participation in the course of privatization of these plants, 
which, however, doesn't seem to be probable. 

Similar to the situation in the Czech Republic, the process of 
conversion of the military industry in the Slovak Republic coincides 
with privatization of the economy, which causes further complications 
because of rigid privatization schedule. 
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IV. COHCLUSIORS AllD RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conversion of military industries into civilian enterprises 
represents a tremendous change in the economic structure of a country. 
It has its economic, technical and social dimension, which makes the 
process of conversion very complicated. Only a complex approach to the 
defense conversion can lead to a successful resolution of the 
problems. 

The defense conversion has some common general features, which could 
be derived from the experience of the CSFR and also othP.r countries 
that underwent military conversion in the past: 

1. Conversion of military industry is, in fact, a particular 
case of industrial restructuring. Therefore, when preparing for the 
defense conversion, experience gathered during the process of 
conversion (restructuring) of metallurgy, mining industry, etc. in the 
country and/ or in other countries should be taken into account. Direct 
involvement in this process and responsibility of the state for its 
implementation is necessary. 

2. Defense conversion alwavs causes short-term conflict in the 
sphere of employment. Inevitably, the initial effect of defense 
expenditures cuts and reduction of arms production is the rise in 
unemployment. However, as many studies in the industrialized countries 
prove, the rechannelling of financial and all other resources from 
military applications to civilian use will eventually have employment 
creating effect. 

3. Arms production is concentrated in certain regions of a 
country, which depend on it as the only or a major source of 
employment. Naturally, any reduction of defense production has an 
adverse effect on employment in the region. The larger the proportion 
of "defense employment in the regional labor force, the greater the 
pr,9.blem will be. In order to avoid social tensions, government 
programs for retraining and redeployment of workers must be prepared 
and appropriate funds for their financing must be provided. 

4. Military conversion should neither be the exclusive taak of 
the government (state) , nor the exclusive burden for armaments plants. 
There must be close collaboration between state and companies 
management and also co-operation betweP.n state and trade unions and 
management-labor collaboration. 

In Czechoslovakia the conversion of military industries into 
civilian applications is being further complicated by the fact that, 
it coincides with the dramatic socio-economic changes in the country 
and falls into the period, when the economy is in deep recession. All 
of these facts make the role of the state in defense conversion even 
more important. The basic task of the state directly related to the 
conversion problems is to provide financial support for the substitu-
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tional (civilian) programs of araaaents plants and solutions for the 
regional problems, especially by providing funds for retraining and 
redeployment of workers. 

Still another significant role of the state lies in creating a 
market economy environment (appropriate economic, legal and social 
conditions), assisting in the search for cooperation partners abroad 
and promoting an influx of foreign capital into the selected military 
enterprises with civilian production. 

Importance of foreign capital participation consists not only in 
ensuring necessary financial means but also, in providing experience 
in the sp11eres of plan management, market research and preparing 
conditions for placement of plants on markets in well-developed 
countries. 

Although the defense conversion brings serious problems in both 
Republics of the CSFR, the situation in the Czech republic is not so 
acute as it is in the Slovak Republic, because of different character 
and scope of the arms production in these republics. 

Most arms producers in both the Czech Republic and in the Slovak 
Republic are not able to manage the process of military conversion by 
relying solely upon their own financial and technical means. 
Therefore, the assistance of the state is necessary and should 
contin~e. However, with regard to the different situation in military 
conversion in the two republics, the state policy may be applied in 
the different way reflecting the specific needs and specific problems 
of each of the two republics. 

As regards the Czech Republic, the state will be engaged in 
supporting the ongoing and newly selected substitutional projects with 
a special emphasis on those enterprises which are likely to quickly 
redirect their arms production to effective civil production which can 
enable them to repay the loans on the conversion programs and thereby 
provide funds for the continuation of conversion. 

Transformation of armaments plants in t.he Slovak Republic to 
civilian enterprises will be more painful and complicated and will 
take longer time. Apart from securing the appropriate financial means 
for an implementation of substitutional programs, the state will have 
to·assist the defense companies in resolving a plethora of problems 
that cannot be managed by the companies themselves. The most acute 
problems of the armaments plants are as follows: low quality and 
insufficient use value of civilian products, lack of marketing and 
sales experience and missing sales and service network abroad, low 
quality of company management and minlmal ability of companies to 
generate funds from their operational activities. The state should 
help the conversion plants particularly in the following ways: 
organizing training programs for managers and sales and marketing 
specialists, promoting international co-operation and an influx of 
foreign capital, providing state guar~ntees for loans and assisting 
in acquiring the modern technologies and know-how for renovation of 
plants. In view of the general shortage of funds for financing the 
substitutional projects, a limitation of the financial participation 
of the state in the implementation of the conversion projects to a 
maximum of 30' of their investment costs and up to 20' of their total 
cost is absolutely insufficient and must be increased substantially. 
The state must take over a full responsibility for resolving the 
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unemployment problems in the regions with a hiqh concentration of arms· 
production. 

UNIDO, as the specialized agency with unique experience in 
restructuring of industries, modernization and revitalization of 
plants, retraining, training of specialists, mobilizing funds for 
industrial development and prOlllOtin9 foreiqn investments, could 
provide effective technical assistance to the CSFR in resolving the 
problems of military conversion especially in the following spheres: 

- marketing and management training, 
- retraining, 
- establishment of sales and marketing departments in armaments 

plants, 
- market analysis, 
- preparation of company strategies, 
- international co-operation (finding the financial assistance 

and technical cooperation partners in developed and developing 
countries) 

- investment promotion (attracting FDI). 

: 
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ANNEX 1 

BASIC INDICATORS 

BASIC INDICATORS I: TIIE ECONOMY 

Gross material product (1991) Kcs 545.2 bil1ian81 

Gross dmestic product (1991) Kcs 586.9 billion"/ 
$83.8 btlli~/ 

CDP per capita (1991) S5,4«f/ 

GIP per CApita (1990) Sl.1cod/ 

Population (1991) 15.6 •ill ion 

labour force (1991) 7.9 •illion 

Total e11PlO)lllellt (1991) 7.7 •i11ion 

Rate of une11P10)9eflt (Percentage) 1989 1990 1991 
0.1 1.0 6.6 

Growth of CDP (Percentage) 1980-1987 1987 llH 1989 1990 1991b/ 
2.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 -1.7 -15.9 

Structure of CDP (Percentage) 1970 1980 1990 
Agriculture ID.f 7.7 7.2 
Industry 48.5 49.7 49.4 
Construction 9.0 9.1 8.9 
Trade 11.7 12.9 11.6 
Transport 3.9 4.4 4.4 
Other services 16.8 16.2 18;5 

Exports (S billion) 1989 ~ 00 
13.3 11.7 u.5 

JlllpOrtS ($ billion) 13.7 13.2 10.5 

Balance of trade (S billion) 
..1m... ~ .J.ttL 
-0.37 -1.5 1.00 

Current account CS billion) 0.44 -1.10 0.36 

External debt (S btllion)c/ 7.9 8.1 9.4 

Debt service as percentage of exports: 20.4 13.8 13.9 

foreign reserves CS billion)c/ 2.39 1.21 3.30 
·•: 
Official exchange rate 
(Kcs equivalents to Sl) 

14.29 28.00 27.84 

Cons.-.er prices (Percentage change) 1.4 10.0 55.0 

•/ In constanl 1980 prices. 
b/ Ea1imatc. 
c/ In consunt 1980 prices. C.on~ncd al Ille purctwin1 power parity nte of Ka 7JJ per SI. 
d/ World Bank, World~ Rqon 1991 (Wuhinpon D.C., Mardi 1992). 
c/ End of period. 

Source: Industrial Development Review Series - Czechoslovakia 
. UN I DO, 19 9 2 

; 
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xvi Basic lndicaton 

BASIC INDICATORS II: 1HE INDUS1RIAL SECTOR 

Industrial value added (1991) 

industrial 911lo,.ent (1991) 

KVA (1991) 

INA per capita (1991) 

Growth of industrial value added 
(Percentage) 

Structure of industrial value added 
{Percentage) 

Share of industrial exports in 
total exports (January-June 1991) 

Share of industrial illlpOrts in 
total imports (January-June 1991) 

Structure of lliUIUf actured 
exports and imports (1990) 
(Percentage) 

Gross fixed capital fol"'llilti :•n (1989): 

- 8111 ion current Kcs 
- As percentage of value added 

.... Producer prices 
· (Percentage change) 

•/ In constant 1980 prices. 

Kcs 310.4 bi!lion9/ ($28.4 billion)b/ 

2.41 aillion 

Kcs 272.2 billton91 ($24.9 billion)b/ 

s1.r1'Xf'/ 

1980-1987 
2.8 

Mining 
Energy 

1988 
2.2 

Meta 11 urgy 
Engineering 
Building aaterials 
Chellical industry 
Light industry 
Food industry 
Other 11anufacturing 

83 per cent 

49 per cent 

Food processing 

1989 
0.5 

Textiles. leather. foot-ear 
Wood products. furniture 
Paper. printing. publishing 
Chellical products 
llon-aetallic mineral products 
Iron. steel. other metals 
Machinery and equis-rit 
Miscellaneous products 

1990 199lc/ 
-3.4 -19.0 

~ 1980 1990 
10.6 7.5 5.8 
5.9 5.9 5.9 

12.2 10.5 9.3 
29.1 34.6 39.S 
4.3 3.9 3.3 

10.1 11.7 11.1 
15.2 14.5 14.2 
9.5 7.9 7.3 
3.3 3.5 3.6 

Exports 
3.3 
8.0 
1.5 
1.0 
9.4 
3.4 
9.0 

62.9 
1.5 

!!l!2r!! 
9.0 
3.5 
0.4 
0.6 

12.0 
1.8 

11.0 
61.3 
0.4 

ntnufacturi!!!I All t~~trx 

48.6 65.9 
20.7 23.1 

Jan.-March April-June July-Dec • 
mi 1990 1991 )99) 1991 
-0.1 4.5 39.8 9.6 0.3 

b/ c.om..:ncd •t the industrial purdiasin& power periry ntc of Ka 10.~ per SI. 
c/ Eltiln81C. 

Source: Industrial Development Review Series - Czechoslovakia 
UNIDO, 1992 

. . 
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Basic lndicalOI'$ xvii 

BASIC INDICATORS III: SELECTED INDICATORS OF CZECH 
AND SLOVAK REPUBLICS 

Indicator Unit Year Czech Republic Slovak Republic 

Population "ill ion 1991 10.3 5.3 
Share in total 
(Percentage) 66.0 34.0 

GDP Constant 1984 1991 430.7 180.7 
Kcs billion 
Share in total 
(Percentage) 70.4 29.6 

Growth of GD? Percentage 1988 2.8 1.9 

1989 1.5 1.2 

1990 -1.9 -1.3 

1991 ·-14.4 -16.4 

Structure of GOP by Percentage 1991 
sector of origin Agriculture 6.1 7 .l 

Industry 51.6 48.5 
Construction 8.7 9.2 
Other 33.6 35.2 

Gross industrial output Constant 1984 1991 506.4 199.5 
Kcs billion 
Share in total 
(Percentage) 11.1 28.3 

Growth of gross Percentage 1988 1.9 2.2 
industrial output 

1989 1.3 -0.1 

1990 -3.4 -4.1 

1991 -19.7 -24.7 
.•.. 

Exports Cmstant 1984 1987 180.1 69.2 
Kcs bfll ion 1991 165.2 59.9 

Share in total 1987 72.2 27.8 
(Percentage) 1991 73.4 26.6 

J111ports Constant 1984 i.987 164.3 78.6 
Kcs bll lion 1991 132.8 54.3 

Share in total 1987 67.6 32.4 
(Percentage) 1991 71.0 29.0 

Source: Industrial Development Review Series - Czechoslovakia 
UNIDO, 1992 
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ANNEX 1 

xvm Basic Indicators 

BASIC INDICATORS IV: INTER-COUN1RY COMPARISON OF 
SELECIED INDICATORS 

Indicator Unit Czedlos lovatia Austria eer.any llungiry Pol ind 

Population (•id-1990) fti1lion 15.6 1.1 79.5 10.6 38.2 

Area Tbousind 128 84 357 93 313 
square bl 

GIP per capita (1990) s 3,140 19.060 22.320 2,780 1,690 

Average annual growth Percentage 1.4 2.1 2.1 l.] 1.8 
rate of COP (1980-1990) 

Government consllllption Percentage 21 18 18 11 7 
(1990) Of Ci1JP 

Private consmption Percentage 51 55 54 62 54 
(1990) of CiDP 

Gross domestic investment Percentage 30 25 22 23 31 
(1990) of GDP 

Gross dc:mstic ~ .. vings Percentage 28 27 28 27 39 
(1990) of GOP 

Exports of goods and Percentage 33 41 32 33 26 
non-factor services Of GI)!) 
(1990) 

Exports (1990) S billion 11.7 41.8 397.9 9.5 13.6 

IllpOrts (1990) S billion 13.2 49.9 341.2 8.6 9.7 

Current account balance S billion -1.1 0.95 46.8 0.23 3.1 
after official transfers 
(1990) 

Gross international S •tllioo 1,207 17.228 104,547 1,186 4,674 
reserves (1990) 

Total external debt S billion 8.1 21.3 49.4 
(1990) 

Total debt service (1990) Percentage 13.8 15.2 1.6 
of exports 
of goods 
and services 

OECD i111ports of 111nu- S billion 3.3 28.7 280.7 3.4 4.5 
factured goods (1990) 

s-c~: World Bar.k. World IX\-rlopmmt Rqxwr 1991 (WminS'OI' D.C, 31 Matth 1992); and Federal Staciscical Orr.cc, 
Prague. 

Source: Industrial Development Review Series - Czechoslovakia 
UNIDO, 1992 

. . 
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Tota..1. impacts of mi.1.ita.ry 

conversion. in. the CSFR - 1991 

Czech Slovak CSFR 
Republic Republic 

Number of enterprises 
under ailitary conversion 62 36 98 

Number of conversion 
projects 186 118 304 

Project costs (billions of 
Cz. cro•ns) 8.1 18.2 26.3 

Number of jobs cancelled 
by ai li tary conversion 20 38 58 
(thousands) 

Newly created jobs on the 
basis of conversion 8.5 21 29.5 
pr.ojects (thousands) 
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ANNEX A.l: Conversion of Military Industry in the Czech Republic 

~rincb orirnt•tion of thr substitutionil projects in the Czrcb republic 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
ilrintb 

printing 1nd boGl-binding 
sachir.rs 

liquid fuel puaps 

engines an~ accessaries for 
1Gtor vehicles 

ccnsu1er qoods 

b<Jntinq and Sfrllrts rifles 
iil:in!tiCiil 

••chine taols,1,cbine lines 

toys 

Plinnecl production (aill.lcsJ 
1991 1993 1995 

1050.0 1324.0 1453.0 

256.7 413.3 498.2 

52.0 778.2 1409.3 

36.0 274.0 573.0 

66.2 283.8 310.7 

79.6 909.3 945.6 

64.2 155.0 170.0 

textile 1achines and CG1:;onen 30.5 312.5 362.5 

~hir1actuticals and foodstuff 121.0 336.0 402.1 

agricultural 11cbinery 70.0 230.0 230.0 

tools and 1easurin9 devices 99.0 663.4 1711.4 

Nr•lr crr•trd jobs 
1991 1993 1995 

4050 4190 4260 

7~5 990 1075 

cos 981 2032 

198 168 

173 672 

832 1767 2019 

90 110 1
.,, 
&.. 

94 667 1~2 

273 536 672 

183 390 

28'1 1837 

----~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
electronics and electrical en 45.2 14~.8 153.0 148 349 

op\oelectronic systeas 57.5 78.1 134.5 306 367 472 

rail vehicles and co1ponents 30.0 70.0 100.0 121 205 20~ 

plast1c products o.o 140.0 155.0 0 92 

che1ical products and paints o.o 10.0 203.0 6 1 

-------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ecoloqical industry 100.0 370.0 490.0 179 471 69~ 

SL•l111~RY 21~7.9 6491.4 9301.3 8237 ll741 

--~-·---------·--------------------------------------------------~--------------------------

. . 



ANNEX A.2: CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

BRANCH ORIENTATION OF THE SUBSTITUTIONAL 
PROJECTS - 1995 

engnes and accessories for vehicles (153) 

cons.mer goods (63) 

hl.()tng and sports rifles.ommunil ( 2::---. 

mochine tools.machine lines (10%) ---

toys (23) 

text~e machines and comp.~ls ( 43) 

phorrnoceuticals and f ooqstuff s ( 43) -

agricultural machinery (23) 

•• .. 

liquid fuel PIJ'T'PS (53) 

prnting and book-binding machines (15~) 

(53) 

chemical products and points (23) 

plastic products (23) 
- ro~ vehicles 'and comP.Qnent.s (1 %} 

optoelectronic systems (1 %) 
: . electronics and electrical engineering (2%) 

tools and meo!.iuring devices (18%} 
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ANNEX A.3: CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

BRANCH ORIENT~TION OF THE SUBSTITUTIONAL 
PROJECTS - 1993 

engnes and accessories for vehicles (12%) 

consuner goods ( 43) 

h..nting and sports rifles.omrnunil ( 4%-t----

machine tools.m:ic~.~'"'e lines (14%) 

toys (2%) 

textae machnes and components (53) 

phormoceuticals ond foodstuffs (53) 

A 

liquid fuel pul"lpS (6%) 

.. :· 

printing and book-bindng machines (2C/.) 

ecological industry (6~;) 

chemical products and p-:iints (m~) 
plastic products (2%) 

roil vehicle$ and compm~ts (13) 
optoelectronic systems l l 3) 

electronics and electrical engineering (23) 

tools and measuring devices (10%) 

agricultural machinery ( 43) 
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ANNEX A.4: CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZECH RF.PUBLIC 

NEWLY CREATED JOBS UNDER SUBSTITUTIONAL 
(CIVILIAN) PRODUCTION PROGRAMMES-1995 

chemical products and P..Qints (03) 
liquid fuel pt.mps t73} 

engnes anj accessories for vehicles 
( ':.! '/.:) 

conS'J.ner goods (1 %) 

hunting and sports rifles.ammunil 
cs~;) 

ogriculturol machinery (23) 

m~chine tools.mcchine lines (1 :3) 

textile machines and co~Pbng~~ (53) 

printing and book-binding machines (283) 

~ plastic pr:oducts (13) . 
roll vehicles and component.s (1%) 

optoelectronic systems (.33} 

electronics and eleclricol eng i neerL'lg 
(2~) 

tbols and meos•.Jring de .. 1ices (123) 

pharmaceuticals and foodstuffs ( 43) 
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ANNEX A.5: CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

NEWLY CREATED JOBS UNDER SUBSTITUTIONAL 
(CIVILIAN) PRODUCTION PROGRAMMES-1993 

chemical products and pants (0%} 

liquid fuel pJmps (7%) 

engines an: accessories for vehicles 
0%) 

:onSt.mer goods (1 %) 

tv-.ting and sports rifles.ommunil 
(~~) 

mochn-: tools.mo:hine lines (13%) 

toys (13) 
text~e mochines and components (53) ~ 

phom1oceuticols and ioodstuff s ( 4%) 

printing ond book-binding machines (32%) 

plastic pr:oducls (1 %) 
r---- roil vehicles and components (23) 

- optoelectronic systems (3~:) 

ogriculturo! machinery (3%) 

electronics and electrical en9 i '1eering 
( :,'~) 



ANNEX A.6: Conversion of Military Industry in the Czech Republic 

Se1ected pro,ject proposa.1s on 

substitut~ona.1 production 

in the Czech Repu..b1ic 

production 

substituted 
Enterprise new /•ilitary/ 

Ada•ovske strojirny - polygrafic machines •echanical 

I Ada•ov - fuel pumps and •easuring production 
devices of a•munition 

and missiles 

Pal Magneton Kromer ii - new generation of car giroscops 
starters l.lkW/12 v 

Sellier-Bellot - shot cartridge a••unition 
Vlasim - ball cartridge 

- anti friction bearings 

Vlarske strojirny - hoses for SKO'."A Volkswagen ammunition 
Slavic in Group 

- textil loo• bo•bs (aero) 
- wheel mini tractor 
- tool production 

Meopta Prerov - optics observing 
- ABS brakes instruments 

for tanks 

·•.· 

Ce ska Zbrojovka - long huntings guns infantry 
Uher sky Brod weapons 

Moravia - automated pressing shops heat parts 
Marianske Udo l i for aircrafts 

engines 

Slovacke stroj1rny - ecological equipment pontoon 
Uhersky Brod - handling equipment bridges 

and hydraulic systems towers 

; 



ANNEX A.6: Conversion of Military Industry in the Czech Republic 

Zeveta Bojkovice - ca lipper SOM ET hand shells 
- grinding aachine BNU 1 grenades 
- disk brakes JAVA 

Policske strojirny - pneuaatic units antiinfantery 
Policka - ~:Ir i 11 chucks and 

- electroaagnetic horns anti tanks 
- electrical hoists aines 

LVZ l:iberec - air-condition sys teas airconditions 
and filter 
ventilation 
for tanks and 
vehicles 

Tesla Pardubice - PPI radar radiolokatoin 
- river radar RR 600 
- radar visual indicati1Jn 

systea 
- rail radio sys tea 

VUCHZ Explosia - aedicaaents on the basis of explosives 
zavod 05 nitro coaponents 

.... 

: 



ANNEX A.7: .. .. 
CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 
Iaputs and outputs of projects on substitutional (civilian) production in selected military enterprises in the 
C&ech Republic (data in millions of Cz.crowns) 

Enterprise Number of Investment 
Required jPlanned capacity/new! 

costs participa- created jobs (num.: 
projects Enterprise Foreign ti on 0 r 

Total in 1991 funds Loan capital state 1991 1993 

Adaaovske strojirny 2 337.0 130.0 52.3 110,0 - 174 '7 91/- 1741/-

Pal Magneton 3 125.3 6.3 13. 3 111. 6 - 84.1 0/0 439/847 
Kroia~ril 

Sellier Bellot 4 386.0 2:; . 2 80.0 100.0 - 108.0 45/83 517/420 
Vla§ia 
Vlarske strojirny 5 135.0 135.0 o.o 54.0 - 81.0 166/600 600/1501 
SlavUHn 
Meopta Prerov 2 107.0 42.0 30.0 56.0 - 21. 0 60/318 208/692 

Ceska Zbrojovka 1 110. 0 26.7 59.0 29.6 - 21. 4 53/173 93/304 

Slovacke strojirny 3 88.0 20.8 49.4 20.0 - 18.6 105/209 490/146 
Uhersky brod 
Z_eve_ta 8o_jkovi_ce 3 45.5 32.2 1 3 . 5 - - 32.0 99/225 164/434 

Poli~ske strojirny 5 134.0 28.5 12.2 61. 6 - 60.2 24/66 252/609 

LVZ Liberec 1 78.0 25.0 1 2 • 0 27.0 20.0 19.0 50/80 260/550 

Tesla Pardubice 16 194.3 26.6 101 . 5 30.0 - 62.8 1,6/582 510/181 

E:<plosiu Sc111ti11 1 3 2 2" • (i l(i. 2 I :17. 7 2 7 1 . 9 175. 0 1 " 0 . 0 2/2R 17'1/fi!i 

'• :· 



ANNEX A.8: 
I 0 .. 

CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES JN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

Basic information about sc)P.c:lcd imn1>ortu11t. nrms procluccrs undt!r <:<>11V<!rslo11 i11 t.h<! Ciot:li ltn1ll1hl ic: 

1988 1991 
N r . ~gte[l![iS~ a)Total production a)total production Method or privatization, 

Town b) X arms production b)X arms production regional importance 
c) employees (t.otnl) c)cmployecs (total) 
d)Xemployees arms prod. d)Xemployees arms prod. 

1 Tesla Pardubice a) 1804.0 a) 1094.6 One of the key enterprises in the 
region.1351 Jobs af Cected by con-

Pardubice b) 74. 6 b) 72.9 version in 1991. Term or privatization 
-2nd wave. 

c) 6315.0 c) 4964.0 

- - - - - - - d) 63.2 d) 53.1 

2 VCHZ Explosia a) 1068.8 a) 936.0 Inportant enterprise for employment 
in region Semtin.392 jobs ir the frame-

iavod 05 Semti'.n b) 31. 7 b) 10.8 work of conversion in 1991. 
Term of privatization-2nd wave. 

c) 1959.0 c ) 1420.0 

d) 26.0 d) 19. 7 

3 Adaaovske strojirny a) 1429.2 a) 1811.5 Most important enterprise in district 
Blansko.792 job a affected by convcr-

Adaaov b) 26.8 b) 17.0 sion in 1991.Term of privatization-
1st wave.845 497 shares issued /out or 

c) 5431.0 c) 4 871 . 0 which 5% temporarily and lX definitely 
in the National Property Fund,the rest 

d) 10.8 d) 8.3 for vouchers/for people ++ 

++ This enterprise is privatized under special rights of 1-1tatc 
.. 
:· 



ANNEX A.8: , . .. 
CO~VERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

Basic informction about selected imnportant arms producers under conversion in the Czech Republic 

1988 1991 
Nr. Ent~n:llri~e a)Total production a)total production Method of rrivatization, 

Town b) X arms production b)X arms production regional importance 
c) employees (total) c}employees (total) 
d)Xemployees arms prod. d)Xemployees arms prod. 

4 Pal Magneton a) 1112.9 a) 1178.3 Largest enterprise in district Kro-
mtHl'.!,458 jobs affected by conversion 

Krom~ri! b) 34. 5 b) 4.9 in 1991.Term of privatization-2nd 
wave. 

c) 4769.0 c ) '1083.0 

d) 10.9 ct) 0. :l 

5 Sellier Bellot a) 594.6 a) 926.8 Most important job source in district 
Vlalim.Term of privatization-1st wave. 

Vla!i11 b) 23.0 b) 13.0 442 620 shares,out of which 20% tempora 
rily kept in the National Property 

c) 3565.0 c} 2614.0 Fund,15% given to the town.377 jobs 
lost in the framework of conversion in 

d) 23.4 d) 18.8 1991 ++ 

6 Vlarske strojirny a) 537.0 a) 447.0 Important job source.265 jobs affected 
by conversion in 1991.Term of privati-

Slavi~in b} 47. 2 b) 23.5 zation-2nd wave. 

c) 2259.0 c) 2150.0 

d) 31. 5 d) 15.7 

++ Enterprise privatized under the special rights of state. 
'• =. 



ANNEX A.8: .. 
CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

Basic information ~bout selected imnportant arms producers under conversion in the Czech Republic 

1988 1991 
Nr. Ent~rnris~ a)Total production a)total production Method of privatization, 

T~ b) X arms production b)X arms production regional importance 
c) employees (total) c)employees (total) 
d)Xemployees arms prod, d)Xemployees arms prod. 

7 Meopta Pterov a) 660.0 a) 308.1 Term of privatization -1st wave. 
505 192 shares issued.Second largest 

Pf'erov b) 70.2 b) 15.3 enterprise in district Pferov.1540 
jobs af tected by conversion in 1991. 

c) 3994.0 c) 2912.0 ++ 

d) 18.0 d) 6.2 

8 Ceska zbrojovka a) 427.3 a) 494.6 The largest enterprise in district 
Uhersky Brod.Term of privatization 

Uhersky Brod b) 19.5 b) 0.2 -1st wave,519 709 shares issued,out 
- - - - - ------ of which 20% kept in the National 

c) 2890.0 c ) 2821.0 Property Fund. . 
++ 

d) 1 7. 5 d) 1. 5 

9 Slovacke strojirny a) 529.0 a) 426.0 One of the three most important 
enterprises in district Uhersky Brod. 

Uhersky Brod b) 40.0 b) 14. 7 Term of privatization -1st wave.IX 
shares permanently kept in the Nationa 

c) 2680.0 c ) 2162.0 Property Fund. 
++ 

d) 62.3 d) 23.1 '• :· 

++ Enterprise is ~rivatized under special rights of state. 



. ' .. 
ANNEX A.8: 

CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

Basic inforaation about selected imnportant arms producers under conversion in the Czech Republic 

1988 1991 
Nr. Enter~rise a)Total production a)total production Method of privatization, 

Town b} X arms production b)X arms production regional importance 
c ) employees (total) c)employees (total) 
d)Xemployees arms prod. d)Xemployees arms prod. 

-
10 Zeveta Bojkcvice a) 358.4 a) 230.1 Main source of jobs in the region. 

618 jobs lost in the framework of 
Bojkovice b) 61. 4 b) 36.9 conversion in 1991.Term of privatization 

-1st wave.245 426 shares issued. 
c ) 1872.0 c) 1526.0 

++ 
d) 69.4 d) 44.7 

11 Poli~ske strojirny a) 328.7 a) 333.7 The largest enterprise in district 
Semily.712 jobs affected by conversion 

Poli~ka b) 79.2 b) 14. 7 in 1991.Term of privatization-1st wave. 
237 091 shares issued,out of which 30% 

c) 1326.0 c) 1102.0 temporarily and lX permanently kept in 
the National Property Fund. 

d) 61. 8 d) 9.8 ++ 

12 LVZ Liberec a) 259.0 a) 459.0 One of the key enterprises in the town 
Liberec.213 ,jobs affected by conversion 

Libercc h) 3 2 • fj h) 1 0 • 1 i II 1nn1 • 'I',. rm or 11 r i v ill. i r. 11 I i 11 11 1 ~ ; I "''' y ••• 
93 059 shurcs i s s" <HI I 0 II L "r which !i 1 x 

c) !l !l :t . () t: ) 7 2[1. () w I I I h (! s 0 1 cl in tlirucl s II I I' I. () Cit• -

choslovak shnreholderH. 
d) 29.9 d ) 29.3 '• :· 

++ Enterprise privatized unrlc>r special rights of st.ate. 



•• ANNEX A.8: 

CONVERSION OF MILITARY INDUSTRIES IN THE CZBCH REPUBLIC 

Basic information about selected imnportant arms producers under conversion in the Czech Republic 

1988 1991 
Nr. 'D!.~rDri~~ a)Total production a)total production Method of privatization, 

TQJW b) X arms production b)X arms production regional importance 
c) employees (total} c)employees (total) 
d)Xemployees arms prod. d)Xemployees arms prod. 

13 Formy a p.lasty a) 289.2 a) 370.0 146 jobs lost in 1991.Term of 
privatization-2nd wave. 

Chuchelna b) 25.0 h) 1 . 3 
-·-- --· 

c) 598.0 c) G43.0 

I d) 24.9 d) 17.2 

•, 
~· 
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ANNEX B.l: Conversion of Military Industry in tho Slovak Republic 

Production Output of the Selected Military Companies in the Period of 1988-1991 
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ANNEX B.2: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Total Employment in the 13 Major Armaments Plants in 1989 and 1990 
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ANNEX B.3: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Destination of Exports of Civilian Products 
Produced by Major Armaments Plants (1988 - 1991/Current prices) 

Unit : million i<:cs 
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ANNEX B.4: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Production Output of 13 major military companies in 1991 

/ranking according to the amount of their civilian production/ 

...................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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ANNEX B.5: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic '' .. 
Decrease in Production Output of Selected Armamen~s Plants in the Perioa of 1988-1991 

/ranking according to the current value of the civilian production/ 

c:! Miliiary 
in millions current KCS 
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ANNEX B.6: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

mJ ::'ltilhaey 

D Civilian 

·3500 

Decrease in Production Output of Selected Armaments Plants in the Period of 1988-1991 

/ranking according to the arms production decrease/ 

in millions KCS 
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ANNEX B.7; Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Basjc information about conversion enterprises of the Sl9yak ~ep~blic [mil.Kos] 

Lr.ti:-rpris.; I Estnbl ishmem: 198& m1 
!-~~~~~~~~~--+---------------------·---------------·---------------

3.:-at Pr1valizalilln vave ITolal product liolal product 
~~~~~~~~~~-·---------------------·---------------·---------------

T ~ l;. i . n1;r.:. I fore. oi pri vilizal1 onl Ar1amer1l prod. ti Aru1mil prod. X I 
' t,;.~ • -------------------s·-·---------------A----------------
1 

I 

I 
I i. 
I 

I 
I 
i 
-
i 
i 
i 
i . 
l 
• I 

r 2. 

l 
' I 

I 

: a:-:. num. Nu1ter oi share 101 

ioupon prival t 

ZTS TS 
MARTIN 
0842/601 
Oe42/33928 

ZTS 
DUBNICA n. '\i,. 
0827/293 
0827/22829 

1950 
2.vave 

1937 
2.vave 

tlpic:iy1enl t1ploy1ent 

Ar1a1enl ea- 1Ar1a1enl ee-
p}Qyers X plovers 1 

8057,3 
64,8 

13790 
23,8 

6586,6 
68,4 

14398 
56,9 

4870,6 
50,5 

10103 
19,B 

3947,3 
44,4 

11756 
46,8 

Cha.ra.cter of 

armament.. prod1.1ction 

-finalization of tank con
struction 

-construction of the main 
groups of tanks and apli
cations 

-constructjon of engines 
for tanks and infantry 
fighting vehicles 

-spare parts and moderniza
tion of tank sets 

-artillery technique and 
arms systems of tanks, 
fighting vehicles of the 
infantry (FVI) 

-finalization of FVI and 
aplic. 

-cooperation for tanks and 
FVI .. 

-spare parts and modern. 
of FVI sets 

I 

Chara.ct.er of 

commerc ia 1 proci1;.ct i c-r1 

-steel castings,forgings cas-
tings of grey cast iron 

- agricultural tractors 
-forest wheel towing vehicles 
-building and carth~ng machines 
-oil, engines 
-special tools and machines 

-steel castings,. forgings 
special tools and machines 

-saws for metals, forging 
machines 

-axial hydrostatic transmi
ssions, hydro-engines, hydr. 
systems,hydr.excavators, high
-lift trucks 



.. 
ANNEX B.7: ·conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Basjc information about conversion enterprises of ~he Slp~ak Rep~blic [mil.K~s] 

I 
I 
I 

Er.terpris-:- Establishment 19&e 1991 
r..-~~~~~~~~~-+--~----------------·---------------·---------------

S-=at Privalizalion vave ITolal producl ITolal producl 
.-~~~~~~~~~ .. -------------------·---------------·---------------
T~lei. r.1Jn~. 1for1.vi privalizalionlAr1uenl prod.Xl~r1a1enl prod.% 

N
- __________________ • ______________ .. _____________ _ 
'~. 

I 
i 
I 3 • 
I 

I 
I 

I 

r 
l 
I 4. 

I 
I 

! 
~ 
i 
; 

?a;;. num. 

zvs 
DUBNICA 
0827/291 
0827/22572 

PPS 
DETVA 
0855/955111 
OU!>5/9S5122 

Nuther (lf sr1are lo: 
ioupon prival t 

1937 
2.vave 

1955 
2.vave 

hplClyHnl &1plov1er1l 

~r1a1enl e1- ,.,_a1enl e1-
plC1yers t plovers x 

1876,B 
87,2 

3416 
47,9 

2543,5 
59,7 

6560 
s '1 I 0 

942,2 
76,3 

2524 
37,5 

1144,1 
32,6 

4793 
2 '1 ' ) 

Cha.rac.t.er of 

armament production 

-manufacture of parts and 
finalization of large-ca
libre ammunitions for FVI 
tanks, gunnery, mine
-throwers, and rocket pro
jectiles 

-finalization of the FVI 
and appl. 

-automated systems of co-
111111'-tnu i.1nu l inkugc 

-cooperation for the FVI 
programme and artillery 
technique · ··· 

-spare parts and teaching 
aids 

Charac'.t,er of 

commercial . proci1Jct ion 

-civil pyrotechnics 
-constructional electro-ele-
ments (fransformers) 

-instruments for automation, 
contro 

-health technique • 
-robotized systems 

- building, earth, and road 
machines 

-high-lift trucks 
-uxlcs 
-robots and manipulators 
-special tools 

.. 

I 
I 
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ANNEX B.7: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 
Bas]c information about conversion enterprises of t,he Sl9yak ~e~blic [mil.Kea] 

Enterp'!"'!.Se- I Establishment I 1988 I 1991 

Seat nrinlua\ion vave llolal producl llolil prociucl 

Te lei. mm .• lion.oi privahullonlArHHn~ prod.XIArHunl prod.I 

1 Ne.·" ::~:::-1::~=~~~~~~~;;~ 
Fa:-;. num. 1•11110er oi snar~ ior ltlpioy.enl 

ioupor1 pnva\ l 

hpioymen~ 

I 

TESLA 1947 
5. I L. HRADOK l.vave 

0844/2536 kupon-;··. 
0844/2028 97 

~ I ZTS 1890 
6. PRAKOVCE 2.vave 

0944/74101 
0944/74146 

VIHORLAT 1952 
7 · 1 SNINA l.vave 

I 093212355 kupon. 
0932/2803 97 

Araaaer1~ 11· 

plovers .. • -
1056 

66,0 
2959 

19,0 

902,8 
66,5 

2294 
64,8 

1173 
35,9 

5729 
20,S 

ArHunl ee· 
plover& l 

425,96 
5,08 

2122 
1,5 

421,3 
31,8 

1782 
. 29, 8 

1142,5 
12,7 

4947 
5,5 

Character oi 

armament produ:tiori 

-manufacture of components 
and f inalizat~on of the 
system of £iring control 
for T-55 modern. 

- crawler tracks for tanks 
and FVI 

-connecting rods for engi-
nes 

-spare parts for crawler 
tech. 

-projectile bodies ana 
cartridge cases for large 
-calibre ammunition (100, 
120,122,125, 152 mm)· .. 

: ' 

' 

Character o! 

commercial prociu::M.iori 

-construction of telecommuni
cation systems 

-construction of tel.cen~rale 
- elements for the railway 
signal. network 

-castin91 of mang. steel 
-fie forgings 
-cut flangas: esN, DIN 
-engine connecting rods 
-small shaping ·t~chnigue 
-gearboxes 

-bridge cranes,workshop crane: 
and pillar cranes 

-telescopic hydraulic cylinde 
-equipment for pressure and 

permanent mould casting of 
light alloys 
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ANNEX B.7: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 
Basjc information about ~onversion enterprises of ~he Slpyak Re~blic (mil.Kcs] 

Ne. 

I 
I 

8. 

~9. 

~10. 

I 

Er.t.erp?"'ise- I Establishment ma 1991 

Se-at trivil11ilion vive liolal proaucl !total proaucl 

'Tc:lei. nUJr •. liora.of prinliuhonlArH1tnl prod.llAraatnl prod.I 

:a~~. num. ,~UIDfT ol lhlrE le: 
loupor, prinl t 

ZTS 1953 

lhployaenl 

ArHaenl 11· 

plovers s 

614.,7 

taployaenl 

ArH11nl 11· 

pioven l 

Chara ct er o! Character o! 

armament procluc:tior1 commercial Frodu:':. i or. 

-transmissions 330,4 .,-transmission sets for 
35,6 tanks and.FVI 

1697 -spare parts 
-axle differentials 
-hydraulic elements ane sets I HRINOVA 2.va\.le 72,3 

0855/97381 
0855/97406 

SL 
KOMARNO 
0819/3551 
0819/4524 

ZTS 
TOPOLCANY 
0815/505 
0815/23363 

1898 
1.vave 
kupon. 

97 

1951 
l .vave 
kupon• 

97 

. 
1901 

72,0 

1175,9 
30,8 

4595 
9,8 

459,l 
71,7 

1460 
53,3 

29,0 

938,5 
11,6 

3704 
4,3 

396,7 
16,l 

1188 
7,9 

-cooperation for ~oad and 
building machines 

-welded subassemblies of i-pa11enger ships and cargo shi~ 
artillery technique (whee river and maritime, tug boats 
undercarriages) -technical vessels 

-weldments of FVI turrets -frames of building machines 
-finalization of sapper -containers ISO 

technique (boats, drillin~ 
sets) 

.. _ ............. -···· . 
-cardans for tanks and lo
rries V3S 

-undercarriaqe groups fo~. 
FVI 

-cooperation for qur"nery 
-finalization of PRAM 11iine-

-thrower 

-hydraulic elements and sets 
-subaaaeml:>lies of lorries, rai 
vehicles, tractors, aqr.machi 
nes (caxdans, steering boxes) 

-helth aids 
-stone grinders 
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ANNEX B. 7 :· Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

·JmsS~ information about conversion enterprises of the Sl9yak ~·~blic [mil.K~s) 

Enterprise- l:.EstnblUhmcnt 198' 1991 

Se-at Prival1zalion vave llolai Proaucl llolai product 
I 

..-~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~-~+ ( 

I !Ts-lei. num. ror1.oi privatiullon Ar1uenl prod.I Ar1aenl prod.I 
1..:.- -- .-1 &'1-. 

I 
I 

I 11. 

! 
i 
I 
I 

I ,_ 

: a:-:. num. 

PS 
P.BYSTRICA 
0822/24477 
0822/24613 

~U1i:itr oi snare io~ 

i.oupor1 pn val X 

1929 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

tlpl\IY1tnl hploy1enl 
- ·- I 

ir1aenl u· 
pjoyers 1 

3008,4 
7,3 

12415 
13,7 

Anuenl 11· 

pionrs \ 

3303,3 
2,3 

8859 
2,5 

Cha1"acter o! 

armamer1t prociuctior1 

-coope~ation and s~bdelive
ries for ammunition manu
facture and rocket projec
tiles 

Cr1aracter o! 

commercial i::·rochJ:::-:. :.or. 

-semi-finished products made of 
non-ferrous metals 

-machine-tools (grinders) 
-large antifriction bearings 
-tractor gearboxes 
-air jet engines 
-mopeds and motorcycles 

1~--4----------------+-----------------i------------~-----------+--------------------------------------~------~--------------------------------~ . 
I 
I jl2. 

STROJARNE 
Malacky 
0703/2141 
0703/2147 

1949 
2.vave 

334,0 
60,5 

965 
74,0 

189,7 
24,5 

675 
21,0 

-steel tanks, mud-guards, 
steel pressings for tanks 
and FVI 

-coupling and brake disks 

- automobile and tractor fecal 
cisterns 

-agricultural machines (trai
lers, spreaders, carts) 

-tanks, coupling disks, gear
boxes 

-special tools 

,-----+----------------+-----------------+------------+------------+------------------------------------~+--------------------·----------------------! 

13. 
VSS 
KOS ICE 
095/822 
095/54016 

1886 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

1054,9 
20,9 

4123 
12,4 

1186,0 
11,5 

3316 
6,, 2 

-cistern cars, trailers., ~· 
semi-trailers and tanks · 
for fuels and potable wa
ter 

-sapper, bridge, and disen
gaging cars 

-castings of non-forrou~ mutnls 
-cistern cars, trailers and 
semi-trailers 

-eccentric presses, cutting 
automatic m~chines and benderE 

-containers for concrete mixtu
res 
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ANNEX B.7:·conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Basjc information about conversion enterprises of the Sl9vak Re~blic [mil.Kcs] 

i ... : ~'=~ .. 

: 14. 
I 

! 

=:::-, :-. ~:--::~·:s.:: I Establishment 1988 !991 
.... -----------------..------------~·------ ~ 

s~a.: f:-1v«tmtion vave ltolil proaucL !Total prooucl. 

.-:.:..~:' !i\Jl?' •• ltora.oi pr1valizaiionlAr1a1enl prod.tllr1a1enl prod.I 

- -·. -· , ... . - ~-".. .. . ....,. .... . ~uaoer c.i snzr! !~: jE1Piov1enl 
iouPOn pr1vai ~ 

I VAB 1951 
BANOVCE-n .. l.vave 
0832/2591 si:.state. 

1% kupon. 
1% overseas 

0832/4012 part. 

~r1a1eM u-
pi overs • A 

4652 
4,1 

5311 
2,8 

E1piov11M 

Anmen~ e:· 
plover~ 1 

4536 
1,2 

4543 
1,3 

Cha.1~acter oi Charac~ .::?" o: 

armamer1i prociu:t ion conunercial :. ~-Q;;.1.:.:~ .. :.. ::;i; 

-construction of mobile un-~-lorries with bearing cu~ticity 
dercarriages fer gunnery more than 12 t 

-cooperation for construe- -subassemblies of lorries (ax
tion of purpose made under les) 
carriages for sapper and -single-purpose machine-tools 
cistern superstructures 

------i---------------t---------------+------------4~·--------4-------------------------------------4-----------~----------------------------
IZVT 

: 15. ! B.BYSTRICA 
088/35141 
088/35184 

16. 
ZTS EVU 
NOVA DUBNIC)\ 
0827/292 
0827/24740 

1947 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

1967 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

931 
15,7 

3597 
7,4 

270,6 
43,8 

1208 
31,9 

302,5 
1,8 

2141 
0,4 

131 
26,9 

958 
13 ,.7 

-cooperation and construe- -machines for information pro
tion of components of elec ceasing (computer systems) 
tronic equipments for sys- -testing technique 
terns of £iring control of -equipment for wire telecommu
tanks, mine-throwers, and nication 
survey vehicles · .... ·· · -elements for broadcasting and 

: 
-control and directing 
elektroboxes for tanks,FVI 
and gunnery 

-spare parts 

' 

TV networks 

-converters, steering systems 
of drives, impulse converters 

-regulation drives 
-health technique 

. 



. . .. 
ANNEX B.7:·conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Basjc information about conversion enterprises of the Sl9vak Rep~blic [mil.Kcs] 

:: rl :-.. -:-1 ... !=· , .. : s.; Establishment me 199! I 
I 

a,..~~~~~~~~~--4---------------------~---------------~---------------
::-:-.:;.: hntna~io11 vavE ITolal proaucl lfotal product 

! !-~~~~~~~~~-·------------~--------·---------------~---------------. 
.&. -:- .!. t?: . :-1 lJi!~ .. rc.:·1.0: r-rivalmlior.IAmm1~ prcid.~IArum1l prod.l 

;'.::. . --------------------- .. ------·--------·---------------
.. - .:;. : ~ . r. i.,; r:· . . 

ZTS 
:1 7. BARDEJOV 
! 0935/4619 
! 0935/6218 
: 

:._ !ZTS 
:1 B • 1STROJARNE 
: Nl\MESTOVO 
'- 0846/2650 

0846/2679 
I 

: 

I 
: 

POHRONSKE 
STROJARNE 

. 19. IHLINIK N.11. 
0857/91206 
0857/91229 

~\i;~er c;! sr.ar~ l·:•r IE111pioy1eril t1ploy1er1l 
i.«UP<•Ct Prl val t 

1970 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

1953 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

1950 
2.vave 

. 

Ar1aaH1t u· I Ar111uer1l et· 
p!OYHS .. .. 

718,l 
14,5 

2276 
18,0 

297,0 
37,7 

1288 
32,5 

185,l 
39,B 

910 
35,8 

Pi<•Yers 1 

561,7 
2,7 

1841 
3,6 

178,6 
18,0 

'1140 
13,7 

126,4 
7,9 

742 
7,2 

Ch3.1··3.cter of Cha1·acti:-r oi 

armament production commercia 1 ;...,-0::1.1·:~.:. ?i": 

-LIAZ and BELA crankshafts 
-ZETOR connectin9 rods 
-hydraulic elements and sets 

~hydraulic controls for 
applications of tanks and 
disengaging car~. 

~cooperation for crawler 
sapper techniques 

an~-stationary concrete mixin9 
plants 

-small centre lethes and wood
workin9 machines 

~mechanical components and ~-parts and componente for ZETOR 
subgroups of FVI steering and URSUS tractors ccnstructio 

~cooperation in constructio -technolo9ical equipment~ for 
of tanks and applications sewa9e treatment plants 

-machines of small mechanizatio 
for agriculture 

~cooperation and construe- -mine locomotives 
tion of components for .. -cooperation and construction o 
tanks and applications ~· parts for tractors 

-spare parts -cooperation and construction c 
parts for engines 
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ANNEX B.7: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Basjc information about conversion enterprise& of the Slpvak Rep~blic [mil.Kcs] 

- . :. :-. :". ~ ~ ... =- !~: :;~ EstClbl i shm1~nt ma m1 
t--------------------------··---~----------·---·------------

::-H.-. f:lv•~1;al1~n vave ITol•i ?roouct ITo~al proauct 

... -------------------------------·---------------·---------------
I .. -: .:. "'=- • !"\•;:::. 1Ft1i"1.~: privali::a~i('lnlAr1aaenl prod.XIAruaer1~ prod.X 
. ~.;: . ------------------·--------------·---------------

:20. 

- .. . . - . , ... . 
~- ......... . 

MEO PTA 
BRATISLAVA 
07/286500 
07/283528 

IZTS 
21. ,RIM.SOBOTA 

0866/24764 
0866/24740 

!;\.;j[I~~ '.·: 3r1Jr~ t;1: l~DPi('IYleM 

kGupo~ Fr1vaL l 

1907 
2.vave 

1979 
2.vave 

!r1aeM u· 
pioYH3 .. 

~ 

217,0 
37,7 

1517 
40,9 

250,4 
18,4 

598 
18,4 

£1pioyur1;. 

Anmenl et· 

pi\lvers '-

96,3 
21,2 

1028 
10,5 

126,6 
0,13 

460 
0,2 

Ch3.r:1.cr.o?r oi 

-3.rma.m·=n: r--roci•J .. ::t. ion 

-optical instruments for 
tanks and FVI 

-periscopes 
-indicators and cooperation 
for construction of the 
blasting equipment PTRS 
KONKURZ 

-cooperation and manufactu
re for FVI and applica
tions 

-spare parts 

Ch:a.ra.c t .::?"' o! 

commercial . r.;!·::i.:.:•.::-::.. ::·:-. 

-back projectors and apiprojec
tors 

-objectives and free optical 
parts 

-cooperation and construction 
of parts for building and 
earth machine 

-accessories to building machi
nes 

-hydraulic elements and sets 

'----...r---~~--r-------~-r-~--t-~~-t-~~~-------------+-------~---~~~~-
MOS TAREN 

22. f BREZNO 
0867/3151-5 
0867/2440 

1949 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

713,2 
6,2 

3854 
4.,..B 

458,9 
3,6 

3055 
2,3 

-construction of sapper 
technique 

-railway bridges, pillars 
and layers of railway 
fields 

-building tower cranes 
-depot cranes 

:·-gentry cranes 
-conveyers 
-gas boilers 



ANNEX B.7: ·Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Basjc information about conversion enterprises of the Sl9vak Re~~blic [mil.Kcs] 

:S:-.7...:-r~~-:.s.:- I Establishment ma 1991 
!----------+------------.... -------·----------
2;;3.: f~:v~i.iza~i(ln vavt ltolal proouc:~ !Tola! proaucl 
1----------~-------------------·-------------1-----~------ Cha.r3.ct.ei- o! 
7 ~~~:. n•Jm. lh:"1.oi prmlu:aUonl~r1uenl prod.llAraaenl. prod.l ............. ~,,.~, ......... 11111 ·····-~· ........ "' ........ ., ... I 

I•• -···-----------------'"---------••----•----~---~----;~~. 

; 23. 

I 

' 

. 2 4. 

! 
~ 

' 

~2 5. 

- -. . _, .... ,. ~.· ... ,,•Jj·-· 

TESLA 
VRABLE 
08783/2201 
08783/3462 

ZTS 
LUCENEC 
0863/204 
0863/22302 

VAGONKA 
POP RAD 
092/461 
092/22018 

NuQoe!' t:i 3ilar~ i~r IEDPi<•vaen~ 
ic011pon pri~al i 

19.51 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

1963 
2.vave 

1922 
2.vave 

Aru1em. u· 
pi overs .. .. 

407,1 
7,8 

2398 
10 

388,5 
6,9 

826 
6,9 

1928,7 
. 1, 2 
4289 

2,5 

£1piov1er1t 

Al'la.ent ee
p 1 overs t 

armament production 

158,028 -construction of electronic 
0,17 blocks for mobile means of 

1318 automated conunand of ar-
Oi l mies 

197,6 
0 

434 
0 

1391,5 
0 

3470 
0 

-cooperation and construc
tion of components for 
applications of tanks and 
FVI 

-spare parts 

-construction of sapper 
technique 

-shelter stations and sets 
ramming 

Chara.c.t. er of. 
, ...... ,,. ........... ~-······· -..... ...... :••\ . 

commercial r-·1·0.::1;.c7 .. :. or, 

-construction of equipments for 
radio-communication 

-construction of the reprod. 
technique 

-construction of microwave 
equipments 

-building and earth machines 
(hinged loaders, compacters 
and cooperation) 

-rail vehicles for goods traf
fic 

-undercarriages and subassem
blies of rail vehicles 

~containers ·and modules of con
tainers 



I 
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ANNEX B.7: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

Basjc information about ~onversion enterprises of the Slpvak Rep~blic [mil.K~s] 

=: r, '!'. -:- ? , != l.:.. s .:- Establ.ishmnnt me tnl 
~~~~~~~~~~-·---------------------·---------------·---------------
·=·~3.!.. P:1vll1;a~lQfi vav~ ITolal prooucl lloLal product 

!-~~~~~~~~~-·---------------------·---------------·---------------

i .. _ I : ~ ~;:: · ~. !Jh~ · I ~~~~~~:-~~~~::~:~~~~:e~~~~~~:-~~~~~~l~~~~~~~:-~~~~~~ 
I "• ·- • 

' 

26. 

- ~.... . :·, ~..:n ... 

ZTS 
VLKANOVA 
088/88101 
088/~8173 

Nuiiltie! c1: sr1U4: ior IE11ploy1er1t Emfloym1l 
;,,.ui;Clr1 rn val 

1949 
l.vave 
kupon. 

97 

• \ 

~r1a1Efil E~- ,~rsa~~~t ei
rlorer1 t plovers 1 

335,6 
4,2 

1170 
4,2 

347,3 
0,2 

936 
0,5 

Cha.ra.cter of 

3.rma.ment. prod•J.ct. ion 

-bending shafts 
-cooperation in the con-
struction of transmission 
sets 

~· 

Cha.ra.ct.er o! 

commercial r.·1-od•J:~:. :-r, 

-bending metallic shafts 
-geared transmissions 
-cooperation in the construc-
tion of axles and transmi-
ssions 

-metallic hoses 



ANNEX B.8: ConverRion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 
MEOPTA BRATISLAVA 

.. 

General data on·production and sales 

I PRODUC'IlON - -----.-----··-·1 

[ EYohalloa {~o KC6~'J ·I ~~~ITil] 
Civil 

Milil.al)' 

ToLal 

Civilian Production: 

135,8 

81,9 

217,'1 

135,4 122,l 

186,3 152,6 

321,'1 27,,6 

85,8 

19,2 

1~.o 

i- . ~~±-· . '· ::: J : ~~:~~t;;l,;#.:· 'i:~~~~1;;J.~~h 
Retro projeclor 

11 

34 

I 
8081 

II 
10,6 

l 
' 46~ ......... 

Pt9jcclor 2 1769 8 6063 

Re1roproje<\or for DOD 9 1930 !1,7 2946 

\rampuwD\ 

ReproC"al' 

11 

l I 21 II 8!1,6 I 217G 

Coil 2 12117 6,4 4667 

Me1.allic fllmi\un 11 

E~~'::\sn~~:;::-:'UJ.t. :::/:m::l li:<@~~}\~&lmu:::;;:;;;f:;;,:,\:l l:tM~~Fi".iJJ:;1~;:;1krnt1~;,':: I 

I OtMr J I 26,8 I 11 12.6 I I 

l'tliUtar)' produc&a : Buie optical compoaenLa for vbioa bloc:ka 

1·----... ····-------------·--·--;~-;;,~- ---·-----~ -·--- .. .. . . , 

I : >:·> :: ·~uc~ 11 Domn&I~ .1 E,x~n J . ·,·,•·· ., ... ·.·.,·... . . 

Over.hend 
Ephmp 

12,6 
4,11 

21 
4 

I : ''}C/;':;·T.~·~'/.<: ~:11 J?,2 ::, ·1:: "26 I 
.......... , .. , ::· :," """''.' '... ,o,". 

Exports (1990) 

[r~] 

r-:.:-1 
LJ 
I '2,2 I 

j?'':;·'·;:~~~-;,r~.i~() I: ::'us'~a • ·:. ',, ~,Lb::::~;.g·D ·1 ~~·:r; u2Br'pe ou .. ,. 
counlrl•• 

Epi1COp 

--,. 

I I I ·; I J 
Over.hand 

m:::'}i.:'_!~~~:,:;,.·::.:qr;.-t:!:n l: .. ,;::-.:.·:':['.ii;::_'::t·:\t"":l)S'·. :···::.::·o:;::,:: .. ,:J::t'". 25:: . I ·. I 

'• 
~. 

.. 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

List of Selected Arllallents plants : 

name of plant 

- MEOPTA 

- ZVT 

- ZTS 

- ZTS 

- vss 

- ZTS 

- PS 

- zvs 

- PPS 

- ZTS 

- TEES 

- Vihorlat 

..... 

location (town) 

Bratislava 

Banska Bystrica 

Topolcany 

Prakovce 

Kos ice 

Hrinova 

Povazska Bystrica 

Dubnica 

Detva 

Dubnica 

Martin 

Snina 

s 

; 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

ZVT SAN. BYSTRICA 

.. 
General data on production and sales 

I . : PRODUCI10N· . : . : . ;'' .:'. . : .·:. :.;: ·] 

I·· ~~~~~~~~'~lea ~~!>.::·f 
CiYil 

Mil.ii.Ary 

Total 

FN~'i'.<i! ~~=:1:::,"::f 1·,;:;;.~!,~:·:,~=:':I n::.::i~·~:~:w1 

CJ[;J84 CJU [:]24 68 lil 6 

1'2 6~ 330 

Civilian Production: 

···~~c;~;~,~~·: •,·:~<?;~i;~:(,~::;·, 

DOl I J7,4 10,2 

002 ' 43,l 12,6 

D 04 compuler, radio, TV I 229,6 656,7 

D 05 l'IMho, TV, &eel.ft)' 33,9 73,2 

[Toial 'I I . ·. ·~~~ :. ·1 ;.!'.',[::·\·=:;:;. ':::: ·11 J.}·~~;·:·,:._:-1 ;·::=.:·::.'.:;:·=./=::):[};:' 

111&.ia military alt.ill: Electroaic compoaen&a 

r· : '. sALES IN lttl (mlo KCS) 

~,:~~;~~~.::i:' .. ::::i,)-:,.:;:.:11::.9~~~~.~:·:1:·.:#,~:~: •. , EJ 
04 1382 comp111.er 
Radio, TV 
04 / 403 micro comp11l.cr 
05/G16 Tce~ery 

80 
71 
.:i 

Ii 

30 
7 

' 
80 
76 
73 
7 

: Toi.aF:•::;.</,··: .. :::,, ·. " : ,· 1H . : ·. ·' .aJ~ 231,I 
I ,, .. , .. ,, ... ,, .. :, .. ·.,:, ... , ... ,.11·····.··1 .,, ..... ,~ 

"-.:.:.-~~::.=:::::·:·i.V·: .:::..:::··: :::-:::.: · :·:· :: . : ···. · ·: ..... ··. · .;::: ···: ::· ·. 

Eports · (1990) 

1z:r~~~:Q 1 : .:: :Y,~S~t 1 1 . 1 

. .... . . .. .. . I :, I ,.. I I I 
~~h:~t:,.ecoa: I !=~!'J' J:f:'IM OLbu 

eouaCrlett 

ToaLcry 
l'.C 
Rndiu, T\' 

Toe.al : : . ·.: :· :P: .. ::. :: . "• .37. ., .... . : : .· . o,a. . " . I : : .= ... ·· '·'·• " ... :';::=;·:·;::::::! r=·:·'::) .· i': · : I :· .. · · · · · "'I .. ,. : 1 · l 
. ···~·: ... : ...... :·· ·.::'.: :::<:··:::·;:::)'i:'.r.::;:~:: ........ :.:·;··::_ ....... :::·: ... : ·;.:. .·:.: : .··.. ·: . ·: .. 

'• :· 

• • 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 
2TS l'C?~L:A~'Y 

General dAt& on p~vduction and sales 

.. 

l PRODUC110N ] SALES IN lttl J 

l ~;;.\l~:;~-:3ff] CE]]~~~ ..--
Civil 
Mili\ary 

Total 46t 400 313 229 

' ~1~: [;]1= :~~ o:: 
~~~~~~~~....J 

Civilian Production: 

L ~ Pz.ct .. ~i. · · I 
Hi1h p ..... ve ya),.. ror I I 
hydroel.al.ic &n.unliuioa 

S.rvomol.llr for hydl'091.al.ic I I , .. _..._ 
Haodlio1 •1•teme with I I 
h)·dra\llic deviciea 

TT-.Nuioo Mial\a I I 

. ~1hae.doa ••· i"1 
mlo KC.~ ple:Ce.e I,~ ... · 

89 I 61334 

61 I 61241 

a I 

10 

I ~tjt9;~~~:,,;~,:;· 
11 46 I '16 121 

II 32 I 84443 

II 23 

- 1 ·..r~~ ·~::;:.:~><·.:· · · .. :_.-:) j,··: lN :·,:_.,, .• :: ~·· =:··: : -'I I :'.::Y~ioi}:-::."' jr:?:·:f?J0j 
I OtMr 11 17 I IL 32 I I 

Maio mllit&r)' •kill: C•lell'illu elemen&a for &anlu 

p.-·»·{)!i~r~>:·: .. :·::::r/:I E:EI"hpon I 

Component• ror 
hydro1Lal.ic tran1mi11ion 

Tnin1mi11ion 1han.a 

49 !l3 

3 

r Total. I 

[] 
.::"Tow••:".::: ' .. : .. ::·:.:.:'. ·:"" ·'.: ,.... " 62 ....... ," ... :' · .,, .,," " 1'5 !°" ..... ;.~,,.,·:;;;.:·.··'.·.,: .... "'"' .. ·· ··· .. ···11 · .. , .,·;.. ... 1 ·· 11 I 
., .. :·.: . : ~.' .. . . : ... ' : : .: . ·. . . .. '.. . '. . ~ '· : ... ' . 

Exports (1990) 

':i·l;~\ii1~~11~it~!·~~i.. :!!!:!i!!: .. i\t!i~~·1:::i!::i::·i~: '::~:j:~:~~=;~~ .:~~!!d'JaT·~ 
Compooenl.t for 
hydro11.alic 
t~mi1mion 

'• 
=· 

O&ber 
'COUD&riff 

.. 



-ANNEX £.8~ -Cenversi-0n ot Mi~itar¥-Industry in the Slovak Republic 
:'!'S ?RAKOVCE 

.. 
General date on producticn anj sales 

r. PRODUC'I10N t 

.----- -----~ 
I EYOludon halo KCS~ 
t . EJG]·.· ·< ~: ..... ·. ~·· ·· .. . iN9 ' ···1190 ·:·:· .::1tlit 

. : . . •' .··: . . ::-.;:.::~ ... ·.:. ·:·· :··: .· .... ·:~:::·\:::· 

Civil 

Mili1.ary 

To Lal 

306,• 
600,f 

tol,O 

251,'1 
654,0 

805,'7 

Civilian Production: 

E~c~ · -1 
S""l (l) 

F..,.Opi-•lO 

F\aoce• (l) 
PleL(11m>1(p) 

Tnidl. l'Od• (p) 

Geer ::C..aea (p) 

Cuh.ivaLGn MTP 31'1 (pl 

: ,.·: Pnduatloa. ba l~f·:· . 
· ialo :B:CS pleees I &Graf .. 

30,,3 1044 

a.a 313 

128,9 511111 

9,1 11>1 
11,5 1828 

21,0 210 

14,4 3700 

292,4 21'7,0 
399,8 134,3 

892,.2 421,ll 

1 ··.PniGu&ioa. ia.1988 :. ,· 
·11it~xc::s,~1ec: .. 1~·:· 

111.2 23111 

21,8 1092 

32,9 H3" 

24,5 •o40 
130,9 950 

19,5 

I :Toui .. 7,20·:7.~:C) G'.;:!'~,;:Lf ::·,:.:\:r::i?0J l.i::',{~~,::;:;\!J,::::;;t;'.tD!i/Y) 

I oo- 11 34 I 11 24
•
6 I I 

Mela mill&a":" alUll : eiu.erpiUan for armoured vebicle1 

SALES IN 1"1 • ID mlo KC& 

, .. ;,i.::\::i:Pr.oct11--·,,,: .:.::_:q j.::,.~ia9.uc .. :j Export j j .. To&ai j 
:··.:.: ".;:;:~·/'.": .. : .• . . .. ·.\ ·.' : .. '. .. : . :;:: : :'· : :; :: .. ::~.:".:. .:. . . . ' . . . . . . - . 

SIMI 29,4 0,1 30,3 

Forpd pitn1 ••• 1,11 

Flenire• 15,2 63,'7 128,9 
Ple'1onn1 0 9,1 9,1 

Tnick l'Od1 11,5 11,& 
G .. rboa11 21,0 21,0 

Cu1Live'°'8 MTP 317 14,4 14,4 

r::'~~::/Y'/'if\:,·;< .. :·,::::\I I-<: 1ao.;i ~. :.I · ~~, :::1 ~: m.i · I 

Exports (1990) 

\:.:'o,:;\·i~=:?:c::;U P\~~~/.,::;r~~~:~:;,~,~aJ ~~=J~re I OLl1er 
couaui .. 

,.-

SI.eel 

FCll'pdpl-• 

11...,... 
Pla\lmn1 

Tl'ecKnMh 

0.UboaH 

CuhiveLol'I Mn> 317 

.. : . 

63,'1 

t,l 

P 03V'::::.:,·;::,·;:-::r "::I I''/'\, I ·:, · <: ,/· · · l '.· · .: . ·. d I .·· '72.1 J 

•• 



ANNEX B.8: Conve~sion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic .. 
··c:-- 1-... ~;"~ -1_,;::, ..... _ _,_..., ... 

Gen~=sl jata on ~r~~uction an= s~les 

. __ l _ PRODUCTION - -----] 

I · ." ...... .,.KC&, I G GG EJ 

~[;]~: [;J21: 
1134 1240 ----

Ci"'l 
137 

Tow UH 

1049 

~lilii.ary 

Civilian P~oduction: 

I Pnd-· .. , .. , . f!:'i~s1~~,J I ~~~~,<fl 
Iron. oon r1"".a1 me1.11i1 
TNckmiaen 

~ I T•Dk 'fthicll• 
~· Ft•rmu'I machio41 

SLaUODftUY 1•ar box11 

()\~('°°'&,. •• ) 

109 
305 
262 
237 
59 
77 

'" l To&al 11 . ; . lOG. . . : I c~~~-~.~:: l 

Me.ill miUt.ary •Ii.JU : Specl•I purpoM 'ftbicl11 

I SALES IN 1n1. mlo KCS -- - - - -1 
I 

[ · /· :: . ~~~~.. . =11.:Dom .. uc .1. ~~:J ~ 
..-,. 

\nailen, Lanka i 48 I 
rennins machln••, ucenLric prH• t 501 147,7 I &47 

\nackmixen 151 
milli.ary 81 81 
OLher II 9 

I ....... ,,\'/:'\,, ... ::., .. ,,,, ·::: .. · "·'':. . ,:.:,, ......... J I'·· . · 1 · ... · --i I I : . .To&aJ.,, · : .. : .. ,·, . . . .. · · . ·: 601 · 431 · 137 ..... '' ... . .... ' 

Exports (1990) 

r:1'.,~!~~~;K::!:::::1~:f~,~~;:1~~~·:,;;;:,;1l0~0::::~0~:'.l·~~=.fs'A"'~· 
Trall.n, tank• 
Fonninc machlo11 
Tnickmi11•n 
milil.ary 

29,9 
43,9 

4,4 
13,0 

6 39,4 
91,1 

·Ocber 
councrim 

18, l 
58,4 

55,0 
68,0 

1;·±~~/::::-:}{·:.y.:::·::-.:.:\',:.·:_::j>:,'i;~:~::,:·:,j':·,:::\::: i:,.·.• ··l .. ::·.·=i:n.o·: . , 1n.11 J 
.. 
:· 

,, 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 
Z:-S ~~INOVA 

-
Ge~ersl deta on pr~duction and sales 

- -1 c~ -- - PRODtJCnON - -· -- -- -- I 

~uu- (alo KCS) } 

I Civil 

I 
Mililal')' 

To&.al 

Civil !.;m l'roc..lucL lou: 

r-=lli;;l~~ 
L..::lJ L..:=..J ~ L..::lJ 

lS3,l 182,7 193,8 221,l 

420,0 219,7 203,2 118,9 

5'13,1 w.t.• 397,0 340.0 

. : Ptedacdoiil 11t1' 
"''" KCS 

I Prod_.. . .· :'--:-] . ,· Prod\MtlOG 1988 . 
. JMloKC8 

't'raa.Nnaon ey•i.ma., rear boa .. 

MachiM pane <•sncvJwre, av\I 

eqwpmenl inchano;y) 

Tool1 

123,0 94,3 

27,11 45,!I 

25,5 

~ ,........,...,.....,.,.._-.--,..-..,..,....,..,..,..-,...,_...,.,.~~--.....-....... ~,_.,.,,.....,...,...,..... __ 
I ,- .. ~~:,·:-:f. ,·;•t[·''.:t::;.:::.:---.·.:~i:-.::m,:t:».:;~;:::&:] if~.ur:~:~f!~~,~:~·r:·,.;i:;~~ 1;~;:11~:G:;:;~~r1t:'~:;;:.!.~:::1 
I O~ff II 44,8 II 12,9 I 

Main mill&•l"J' •kill: Mecbaoical tnuuaala•ion coiaponenta. rear bosea 
(for ~lva·1, Mar1in'• ~urecl ,,.hiclHl 

I SALES lN l"l • alo KCS. I 

,-,~-'·"·'~' ----~~!11 I I ... ::::v.:',3<:,,::,:i,:::Proc1uc ... ~ Do-..t1c ·. Eapo~ 
··.·:·:····::·: '·.;··. :·::.;· ....... ·. : ' .. 

Tnnemi11ion •)'•I.em•, , • ., bnHt I I 123 

Machine p.,1.1 I I 21 

Export~ (I<)<)()) 

10·-...... : ..... ,::.:., .. ,.,~ .. -;;; ....... ,,,, ...... , -. I 
.; .. ::'Prodilcsa:::' :<_:" :·"-um> .. °'~e:~:;c .. <•·:-:J:pe O&ber 

coanU'lee 

::=::;~-c--·1-· ·----, -·-·· .. I ., 

'• : . 

,, 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

PS POV. SYSTRICA 

Gener9l d9ta on production and sales 

• 

,-- ~--- PRODUCTION ~] c SALES lN 1991 ·-·1 

~ 

[ ...... :;. ·. ·.· ... ·: .. :··:·:·:·····.·::':··! 
8'rohatloa (mlo KCsr · ~-. 
. .. ; -~ ::· : .. ·:·· :·. . .·: ·:. ·r ~ ·.~::~ ·. ::. ·: <. ;.~: :·'· .. ~· 

Civil 
Mili\al)' 

To&al 

Civilian Production: 

m~~~:\,1N w~~i,;1:i:H l::::,~\~~~~&d [:.:"},~!~'.t1'.;~:-I 

~ 6S -
2 971 2894 2988 

1'76 264 3C2 

:11441 3141 3 :sao 

F~~~··J,s-:~tfil!.J :·.t.tt~~;.o;;:l~$.J1: f.~~~;~~~~:: 
Mel.alharo 1685 1483 

B.Uburia11 636 759 

I MKhiony loole 287 128 

I Acriwl,val eqllip-ol,, 272 463 
1ear boae•, enpoeL~ 

JeL •DJioe• i I 33 

I OUiw =i I 78 I 11 137 j I 
S.W...: MiAiolrJ f{ i:a-, 

llitala mlll&My ekJU : luam\lalllon3 

-T:::--1 I \~::·<.::::.r,;,~6~.::·=rn G~~,.~.·1· -~po~ 

n.a. I n.a, 

Exoorts ( U90) 

rn~zt=~~~r1F..:1·!:,;,.:·•1:,J il\!:\i!;y,~:;:::{f::-: .. 9~~::2:,~~f:r·I ~~:d JsA'~ 
• ~·.· ;.>.;, '.· .. · •••• _.,, '. ;·~ ·~ "'•' • 

c:J 
'• :· 

· .0\ber 
tOUDU°iH 

'• 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 
ZVS DUB~lCA 
General data on production and sales 

• 

[ PRODU~OH I [~- SALES IN 1n1 ------] 

"~ 
• 

l B-1ullo~°<al,• af] 
Ci Yi I 
Mililary 

Tow 

... 

Civiliap.1Production: 

1··:~~·,Jl>,;3.~r ·l~l,'fJ~f,='I 

DQ 24'1 D U86 1385 

l IOl 1632 

l---···-_;~-: .. ~-- ~- --] .... . PTod110Uo111 ltt0 
. alo_XCS 

··Prod i.ic\lo n 1188 
·..uo KCS . 

J :; D 
==== I- ._Total :··:o;~=:::i< ::<~:6· ·;·.::;~;:;::~ ·i~\i::::::t(,\~k:~ I l:i!\;:~~~1~~!;:~:.,~:i(stii:tl j:-::.;·):).(:·;1:;;;.:,::·h·i:-t:i:illLJ 

~1.eehnica 

Tr-oefonnn, elec\"'Gic 

.s.w.. : MiAt."7 t/ Ee._, 

Mlli1.a17 prodvc&.11 •klll: A11111111111l&loD mu1111 

l':.\1, ~·lr·:~~c~ =.: ·I E&lc I lsp~n I 

Exports (1990) 

,:_ : ·, ~UC .. : >: .. , 
. ' . . . . 

ToW 

I 
.::'',"ussn. · Ost.1er Comecon j WH'4m Elll"llpe 

· · oounl.r)I · . · and USA 
OlhH· 

counlrlu 

,---=~--i----=~-l---------l- -- - I 

.. 
~· 

'• 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 
?:S ~~:iA 
Genersl data on p~~du~ticn 9nd sales 

r -----~ - - - -------- PRODUCllON 1 

\ .. ... 
I 

II E..ohadoD(alo.KCS) ·:::I (:\.ii~ ill r·· 11;a.-.11· i~:.::-11::,:s~i.::·:.1 
. ·: .. : . :" ... ··:· : ·. :: ·: . . . . . ·.• '· ::~. : :·· .. /:::· . :;·.: :···:·:.: ~·:" . ;:: 

.= ==============~ 
Civil 1013,5 971,5 842,7 '188,9 

Miliwry 1530,0 1225,:! 1247,0 375,1 

To&al SSQ,S 31H.4 2089,'7 uu,o 

Civilian Production: 

I Pndueaa- --] r ~~~:~~91~·Jl:~~J I ·p~~*~~1.5 .;·)~t~t 
I Sm.ll lciacMn 294,0 

I Medi_. loedwn 142.5 

Bis loeden 111,l 

I 

1100 

380 

150 

632,5 

163.2 

2155 

243 

> f'·~:·· :<: · : ::>:':J f'Sii~~.·<~:;f::~Y-..:·.fl l'f1;,j~,+.~:·i~.:{r·fl\:;,;:~-,rv·:;:j 
I O\h~ II 189,3 I I! 307,8 I I 

Maia alULary al&JU : Anaourad lDl-&ery G1btba1 "Hblcla 

I SALES IN '"l --- -- -1 

'.;:, . .:-,;.:.::::; . ·Pr~ucca .. /:.~'.: ·' .·~ o0me.&i.;•· Espon · r· '<·· .. · .. ·· ... · ·;n I ... 13 
·;:.': .:·: ·. ·.::_:: ... · . ; •.·: •.: .' ::··: ·.::·~ .. : .. :·: ;: . . . -'.• ' . . 

I I_ 
Exports (1990) 

r :·P~ii.C~•',:(:11 ':usiR: • I <>,tlae~:C••eco~:1''.W••leraEwrDpo I c · ·····:: .. ':·,':.,;,,.:: :.;'·: ·:'.•:':· · .. , ···: ,::; ., .. ._ . :. '.,'•IJ".•&n . .. > .. : ·::Dad.USA "., 
01.h.r 

COllD&.rift 

(All) 72111 

'• :· 

Poluol : 101'o 
;lo11moaia : 3,7111 
H11apio : 3,4111 

., 
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ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

ZTS ttJBNIGri 
General data on production and sales 

j 1•1wou<.·no,.;------ ------···--·------··· ... , 

B•_ohnloo (ml~ ~CS) I·•·}~; ·:-.:11 :>}~~ .. :.:I F. ·;;>:::.-:I r.:-..-~*~---?:;j 
Civil 

Milit1U7 

Tota.I 

Civilian Production: 

~~086 I ~;~~ I 2520 

681& I 4Got 

210'1 2194 
2114 1153 

4221 394'1 

l , ~.c.. ,. _,:I J>7.:.:~~~t~':_ ~ri.~,~•) :,··r,~~~~l~H~~~'F. 
01. Compooeol• (lNcu) 5:1 !)4 

02. Roilinc eqwpmenu 6'1 3 
Eacavalon 131 325 
AcriNllural eqwpmeoi. 42 34 

t--. 
OJ. Hydraulic• 106 630~ 

~- Fork lil\a 68 '12 117 I 902 
Eacavalon 11 I 1-tiYH '16 11 143 

) 0'1. Preu 4:1 15 
• EalNden 20 18 

08. S~I 15 92 
Caalior 44 40 

) Forpoc 428 469 

12. Saw 66 32 

13. Fwuil11n 11 48 

[ ·;;oo.~<:: ...... :· .· ·• p"'<';l I" : .-~:-·i~e;··:::. <;:·.1······ .::.:-::JI F\Yfl,~~;;;:: .. :i\·::!:;·l:/illfill 
I O~n 11 395 I 11 41 I I 

''••ft ... lllt..rT ,.i.111 :TruC'lt cnmpnn•n"' 

r ___ .. ___ ....... ·--···--·---------~:~·~;~ ·;~-~~~,;.-:.- ;~~-- ---~------. . - I 

[ =: '•::•··~11~i.a.:.:,::' :;. .. · j [J>!"mc~cto'·j Espors 11 · To~ ) .,· . :··:·'·',•.• .. ···:..'.·: ' . . ,,' . . . . . 

-. -----
Sl.eol 15 16 
Caal.inc 43 I 4-4 
l'orsi•r 391 00 487 

Hydraulic 149 494 143 
Componaol.e (INck) 54 G3 11'1 
LocomollvOI 76 76 
Fork Ul\a 45 85 130 
Exlrudera 21 2 23 

14 14 
ExcavaLore 119 29 148 
Afl'icullural eqwpmeni. 20 3 23 
Fumilura 56 2:l 7!) 
Saw 12 12 

l:/,·:;!::t1\(;~:~::r=;:t,;~1?:)!~::::::::;~::{,C~:T] [Tjrcifll..:' :: .. j.· ... ::790, I [1111' ) 

Exports"(-1990) 

:i=~!~·em~~~~'.::::::~t· iijH'.~~!./~-: ~·f:1~a~frF. ·~r.:c: u~~ 
&.eel 
C.1lior 

FOt'Cior 
Hydraulic 
Compooenll (lnlck) 
!.ocomolivea 

Fork Una 
Ealruden 

Ellc•v•wu 
AcriNll11rnl equipmanl 
Fumilun 
5"w 

261 

' 
" :· 

26 
125 

17 

33 
46 

7 

. Otber . , 
.COWllriu" · 

[~JJo/;+7.:00] l>N:.~:. .<>I· ·:>.1~.;::::.= ·f .... ae . [ ] 

., 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic 

TEE:S M!\R'i'IN 
G~n~ral ~ata on production and solca 

PRO~UCTlON. ~ 
-· .. }: ...... - :::~::.:.:.:-:);:r:·::.::~{::~·::::-::.;\: 

.··•B•ol\odoo.(ailo )(~). ) 
.-: .. ·.--. ·-.:.:_ -:"'- .. ·.-:·.··: ·. 1r.:;,:;,~11111~:1:jl;~:h1:1 F'!:~~~t\ii!I j?:<:::t~t:~ 

Civil 
Mililary 

Total 

Civilian Production: 

~ 2 

1622 

----
2258 
2160 

4408 

---·-
2517 26GG 
2079 2894 

4$96 115GO 

I p~~·c'~\, .:-:.' ::~~~,:f~: ''·~~~~~~~1:'~ '.r~H+;, 
Ooacn 73 34 

LOadera 38 16 II ........ 

Arriwl lwal lraclon 99'l 2640 1140 6091 

Piel1Lick ~I cincine• 199 290 331 365 

~ Zclor cncine1 103 3853 1117 17119 

Lombudini encinH 3 43 

Oilier encine• ll8 

18• 11 
102 

•·oru\ ak.iddcra 140 491 I 1028 
•. 
···orwunlcra 91 97 

EAL 11 . . 11s7 . I ·.. . 11' : p ~a1' . r ·:.: : "I 
I OUicr JI 7GO I II 509 I ) 
• ,. . .,.«n.•• 

.:'\1nut 1n1lit-.r)· skill; ••rn1nur•:•• ,.,.1.t,·I··-"" 

:· · ·~BIN lltl • mlo KCS 

1=;:;n:1:if:!i(\:'1?:-rf~:~~t'?~!':i:\/1:r<:YI !<~~~~,.~:::: 1:·· i~~~·;J [ -r.· ... , I 
- - ··-- . . ·-·-· ---· ··--·. . .... -

Doian 111 114 7:1 

l..oeclora 2 36 38 
Acnaalluml lr11c1ora 234 7G7 9!>1 

Pielallck DiaMl oncinaa 481 4111 

1.alor •nfinoa 71 01 162 
01.har encinaa 10 115 121 

Foreal 11ddan 116 25 l•O 

Forwarden 91 91 

v.~::::n::1s%:~':~~:t.~1~/f':J%:A~:it.Y I , • : : : la',': ~:'I 1011,fi:' .-n I :UOl J . ,,,,..,..., 

Exoort s (1990) 

:~:~:~~~~~:r~:~i·~::~~!· 
Zolor onclnta 
Piolallck oncinc1 
Other encinn 
Acnc11ll11r11l lrne1on 
•·oraal 1klcJcu 

TnLl•l 

~1~t:l~~1t~1:;:~:1·~~·~;~~~tt:~~:~f ~~,~~m&w.~ 1 
· O&ber 

":°,.,COUD&riH· 

• 

-r--
fifi1.~· 

I . 

• 
• • • 

I • 
• • 

·-+-
:1:1· ... 
I 



ANNEX B.8: Conversion of Military Industry in the Slovak Republic .. 
·::~OrtL.\T 3~1!~:;:.. 

_Q~ner3l iJts on pr~ducti~n s~d 3ales 

l PRODUCTION I 

r · Ewo;~uoa-(~: ~~;)-- J 

Ciwil 
Military 

Tol.&I 

r-:::7.l~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

r;;-i~47 ~" [J42 I ~;~ I 446 :124 · 19 

1112 I un ion 121 

Civilia~ Production: 

· Proclucuo.t l"l 
. : mJo.~CS .. I ProdYCY . : ] ;::::::==~ J'rocluctloii 1'88 

T ·. ~o K.?S. 'J' 

Hydra.alic j~clu !U,6 

......____...._L; f'ftM 110,1 

Travotllinc cTaau 174,0 

I 
Tol.&I . 11· ·. a75'1 : ·11:·:,:::·:'~t.2'·,,,·,'I . . . . .. - . ::' · ... ·~.·.:·: :_..-:::_ .-.. :;::.:<:::=: .. <. ~:·:·:,::.:~.: . .:--:-::: .. 

I Olher II 166,3 I C n.a. ) 

.s. ..... ,"' ... ...,.,"'~' 

Maia milll.acy eklll: AnalD\lnhlon• 

c . 8ALES1Nltll~--

[ : ~u~~ .. , c)o-~Uo I E.pon I 
ProH 
Contra! heaLln1 

Tnivallln1 CT'llnH 

H)'drn111ic j11clu 

Exports (lfll. hn)( of 1991) 

____,. .-
2i.3"' 

100 ... 

I0'-
90 .. 

t7!'1t 

20!'1t 

10"' 

-1 
( 

~ 

I · . : Prod.u~i.:' 11 · uasa ·: · I Olber ComecoD w ........ Europe OLbtr I 
· . "· .. · · · : · · ooual.ry Md USA eounLr!n 

Tnavallinc cnna1 

H1dr111.1llc jo.:k1 

i;,, .. 

112,1 I 311,3 1a J 
1,3 1,7 

•• (IO"'l I 

• 


